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[153, KV 2/159, page 1]  (the first [153] number points at our literature reference number)  
 

 



 
[153, KV 2/159, page 3] 

 

 
Crown Copyright 

Picture of Count Joseph Lederbur – Wicheln 
 

Not directly a frightening face, isn’t it? 



 
[153, KV 2/159, page 11] 
 

 
12.12.44 B.1.b.  note re Ledebur’s allegation of leakage via Stockholm. (AOB, this 

matter played an important role within the Karl-Heinz Kraemer (Krämer) case, 
please notice: http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm and have 
patience, because lecture takes quite long, though is historically of utmost 
significance) 

 
 
[153, KV 2/159, page 27] 
 

 
20.9.45 To Allied Control Commission re Ledebur’s release 
 
25.9.45 Cable to Austria re Ledebur-Wicheln (AOB, in those days, Austria was 

occupied by Russians, British and French Forces; up to 1955) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 

http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm


[153, KV 2/159-1, page 37 + 38] 
 

 
 I now want to embark upon an exception to the principles which we have hitherto 
acted in asking you whether you could see your way to giving some preferential treatment to a 
certain Count Joseph Ledebur-Wicheln of whom you will find brief particulars in the attached 
note.  Briefly Ledebur, who is an Austrian, has in our view “worked his passage home”.  He 
gave himself up in Madrid and was willing to come to England without guarantees of any sort 
before the end of hostilities.  He might well have resented the treatment which he received, 
but if he did he certainly did not show it. Under interrogation he produced a wealth of most 
valuable information, the main report on his case consisting of 86 pages of narrative and 
approximately a further 100 pages of appendices, every word of which has been of value.  
Moreover, he has worked conscientious and effectively whilst in Camp 020 in inducing his 
fellow prisoners to follow his example.  In our view the man cannot in any sense be regarded 
as a security menace, and it seems right that if and when he is returned to his native land, he 
should not be subjected to any adverse action. In other words the case is one in which we not 
only feel justified but feel obliged to depart from our general policy and make a positive 

 
Recommendation that Ledebur should be released if and when he reaches Austria.  This view 
is shared by Section V. (AOB, M.I.6) 
 We will be very grateful if you would give this case your early consideration as we 
would like to get Ledebur out of Camp 020 as soon as possible and returned to that part of 
Austria which is under British administration.  Incidentally, it might be possible to arrange for 
him to travel in the same aircraft as Salomon and Moscan about whom I wrote you a day or 
two ago.   (AOB, I hardly doubt that someone could have had such positive assessment)  
  

↓ 



 
[153, KV 2/159, page 44] 

 

 
“Zeppelin”.      58 Known as cover name for Abwehr H.Q., Zossen 

July 1944. Transferred to Baruth, under cover 
name of Belinde. 
SF 54/General/3 (1a) 
PF 600314 Eitel v.3 cs.  

 
See also Sikorsky file at NA 3/274  - 3/276!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
[153, KV 159-1, page 53] 
 

 
Early life. 
 Joseph Ledebur,  Graf von Ledebur-Wicheln, was born in Vienna (Wien) on 13th 
February 1899, the third son of Adolf Graf Ledebur-Wicheln (a landowner born in Prague 
(AOB, please remember that formerly Prague was an Austrian-Hungarian town) on 2.1.1870 
and residing at Seibersdorf, near Bruck a/d/ Leitha, Nieder-Donau, Austria) and Maria 
Resseguler de Miremont, who died on 10th March, 1941.  Other children of the marriage are:-
.. 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 5] 
 

 
 Ledebur told the story to Pheiffer, who was much amused and commented that “our 
Charles” kidded himself that he was the hero of a Wild West romance.  Canaris, he added, 
would never allow an Army officer to take part in any of such stunt;  permission would, in 
any case, have to be obtained from the Waffenstillstandskommission (“Wastibo”) in North 
Africa, which was very correct and critical in such matters. (AOB, this institution was 
established as to manage questions arising in respect to the French defeat in June 1940) 
 
… Canaris …. Waffenstillstandskommission (“Wastiko”)… [157, page 21 = WAKO] 
 
 

 



↓ 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 6] 
 

 
Meeting with Prince Max von Hohenlohe-Langenburg, who was a great friend of Obst. 
Rudolf (AOB, Rudolph)  
 In early autumn, when calling at the Ritz Hotel to see Bedaux, Ledebur ran into Prince 
Max Egon von Hohenlohe, whom he had met before the war in Vienna (Wien) and Prague.  
His reception was rather frigid until Hohenlohe, who was a great friend of Obst Rudolph  and 
mentioned his name and address, learned that Ledebur also had some standing at the Lutetia 
where Hohenlohe was in the habit of calling on all visits to Paris from Spain, where he was 
now living.  Ledebur mentioned – a wishful thought – that he might be going to Madrid some 
day, and Hohenlohe asked him to call.  
 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 10] 
 

 
Commencement of Abwehr training & further intervention for releases. 
 Ledebur now began to divide his days equally between the office in the Avenue Hoche 
and the Lutetia, where he was assigned to a desk in Ehrlichmann’s room at which he studied 
files and reports supplied to him at Pheiffer’s direction.  These included confidential news 
reports from different fronts, with strategical and political commentaries by experts which 
were officially intended only for the eyes of the Gruppenleiter. 

 
 
 
 
 

↓ 



 
 His „course“ included initiation in the work of practically all sections of Gruppen I 
and III, and gradually he became better acquainted with the senior officers in the in the 
Lutetia.  Because he was still interested in effecting the release of Bedaux employees from 
interment camp, and because the Chef III was Pheiffer, who had advised his officers that 
Ledebur was “on a special mission” and was soon to be officially attached to the Abwehr, he 
was attracted especially by Gruppe III, with its sections  IIIC (Major Wittkugel) III Cp. (Hptm 
Bondenackels) and III Kgf., under Major Koestner who was to prove most helpful (he had 
already intervened personally to secure the release of Bedaux’s personal staff).  Major 
Wittkugel who wielded departmental control, occasionally intervened in Ledebur’s 
negotiations in a negative sense, but his objectives were 
 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 11] 

 

 
Pheiffer shewed himself tolerant and helpful in Ledebur’s efforts to release internees, being 
satisfied with the other’s claim that, in the long run, these actions would be beneficial to the 
Germans in general and the Abwehr in particular, since Ledebur’s standing in French society 
would be improved and his acceptance in its most intimate circles promoted.  Apart from 
engineering the liberation more humble members of the Bedaux office staffs and successfully 
opposing the transfer of others to Germany in forced labour round-ups, Ledebur was securing 
the large-scale release of interned Americans, most of whom never learned who had 
intervened on their behalf. 
 



Cover Name. 
 Early in their relationship, Pheiffer had always addressed Ledebur as “Joe” or 
“Joseph”,  and these two names were adopted for cover purposes in Ledebur’s written 
communications for the Abwehr when he definitely joined the service in December, 1942. 
 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 12] 
 

 
 After an exchange of views, “when we both felt we spoke the same language”,  
Ledebur agreed to help Pinci,  A few days later Pinci brought Benedic to Ledebur’s office, 
and the latter explained his case and handed to Ledebur a large dossier.  The case appeared 
hopeless at first: “Benedic admitted to having been circumcised”.  But after a brief 
conversation Ledebur found that the Colonel (Obst.) had known his wife when she had lived 
in Paris with her first husband, a Frenchman, and the introduction of this personal note 
persuaded the Austrian to undertake negotiations with the “Jewish Property” section at Hotel 
Majestic and the Gestapo offices in the Avenue Foch.  After long drawn out negotiations, 
Ledebur obtained a pledge that neither Benedic nor his property would be molested unless 
further incriminating documents found themselves in this file. 

 
 The solution of the “SOGINEX”question was easier.  Dr. Roemer had learned through 
Kv-Rat Dr. Rinke that Ledebur was officially attached to Kv-Chef Dr. Medicus in the 
Feindvermoegensverwaltung and counted, more over, with the backing of the Abwehr.  
Without raising direct opposition to Ledebur’s intervention, he hinted that Pinci was a foxy 
Italian who  must certainly be an agent of the British Secret Service, for he had held a British 
commission in the last war;  his wife also was British; their children were British subjects 
living in London; and Pinci was the Paris representative of the London Diamond Syndicate… 

 
 
↓ 
 

 
 
 



[153, KV 2/159-2, page 12] 
 

 
 These objections were easily brushed aside by Ledebur, but many months later, when 
Roemer continued to denounce Pinci, and with him Lederbur,  the latter called on him at the 
office of the Société Generale de Pétrole, in the Boulevard Haussmann, and pointed out that 
his continued denigration of Pinci was at once mean and dangerous, for he had accepted from 
“SOGINEX” and the Oubanghi company at least one million francs …”He changed colours 
and attitude at once, knowing that I was hinting at the bribe which the two controlled 
companies had given the little pipsqueak lawyer from Berlin a year ago”.   Roemer, who had 
been proclaiming to the Germans that Pinci was a British agent and to the French that he was 
a German agent, was at once silenced: the strong weapon given to Ledebur by Pinci for use in 
an emergency, had its effect. 
  
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 13] 

 

 
 So pleased was Pinci with Ledebur’s success that he invited him to his home at 49 rue 
La Fontaine, 16 (Tel:  Jasmin o5.55?, where he introduced him to his wife, Gwendoline.  
Gradually he began to meet there the management of the Banque de l’Indo-Chine, Messrs. 
Laurent,  Baudouin, Catalogne and Flair.  The bakers were worried about their mining 
interests in Africa and the Far East : present operational difficulties and neglect to continue 
prospecting during the years of occupation suggested that French and British mining 



enterprises would be swamped by American developments in Africa which were being 
pursued under the cover of war needs.  They asked Ledebur whether he could not exercise his 
remarkable influence with the German authorities to get a few of the mining engineers on 
their staffs into Spain, whence they would proceed to Africa to take up their work. 
  

Ledebur was impressed by the financial and economic power which the group 
presented: “I nourished a little hope that Mario and his influential friends would perhaps one 
day give me a chance to make my living in the future …” For he, too, under Pheiffer’s 
influence, foresaw the beginning of the end. 
 
[159, KV 2/159-2, page 22] 
 

 
 Immediately on arrival in Madrid,  Ledebur went to the Seefrieds’ home in Calle 
Valezques, and it was only a day or two later that he called at the K.O.Sp offices, at that time 
still occupying the top floor of the Embassy building (“After the Istambul blow-up, (AOB, 
effected on 12 February 1944) the K.O. was simply kicked out and had to find a new home in 
a hurry, which caused great antagonism between the military people and the Embassy”.  

 
[159, KV 2/159-2, page 26] 

 

 
 Ledebur was not long in learning the reason for Pheiffer’s distraction ; he had recently 
learned that he was to be transferred from Paris to Berlin as Gruppenleiter I M.  He preferred 
the “more comfortable and inspiring life” in Paris and was under no illusions as to the 
discomfort of Berlin, was vexed, and was tearful throughout the interview. 
 Pheiffer told Ledebur that he was doing everything to see that he was well looked after 
until, in good time, he could be attached again to Pheiffer’s entourage.  He had spoken to 
Rudolph about him; he had explained that it might be a bad thing if Ledebur was to be 
monopolised by Obstlt. Waag (AOB, who was an ardent Nazi) and expressed the hope that he 
would come under the control of Obst. Garthe Gruppenleiter I L, “who had a more 
cosmopolitan mentality”.  
 
 



 
 Pfeiffer left for Berlin early in April, and Ledebur soon discovered that his 
disappearance from the scene might complicate his future.  Rudolf had not chosen to take 
Pheiffer’s advice, and opposed Ledebur’s transfer to the protection of Garthe.  Although the 
Austrian approached the latter with a request that he be placed on his … 
 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 29] 

 

 
 Ledebur at once telephoned Pheiffer and told him in brief about his “dismissal”.  
Pheiffer told him that he would prepare a cable immediately ordering him to come to Berlin to 
be introduced to Obst. Hansen. 
 
First Interview with Hansen. 
 Before leaving Paris to go to Berlin, Ledebur was called on Reile. To his astonishment 
the latter told him that he had something he wished to send, with compliments to the O.K.W.  
It was a heavy sack, and it contained five Bren guns. 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 



[153, KV 2/159-2, page 30] 
 

 
 Hansen wished that such honest and straightforward reports, with their critical, 
realistic theme and their open examination of officers’ capabilities should be made to him 
verbally from time to time, as he had no wish that such things, intended for his personal 
information, should be shewn around.  But Ledebur was to submit at regular intervals brief 
reports in writing “on delicate points” which he could pass to his Ia and Gruppenleiter; no 
names were to be mentioned. 
 
 Germany, Hansen added, had ironically lost the war;  “there was no time to lose to 
make an officer of surrender before the whole of Germany went up in smoke, flames, Red 
revolution and civil war”.  Ledebur should be particularly sensitive to any possibility of 
sounding Allied views on Germany’s surrender.  (“I could see that the present phase of the 
war was not a matter of great interest, but rather a formula for an early end of the war ..”) 
 
 Hansen agreed that Ledebur might continue to administer the Bedaux interests until a 
better solution were found, since he was in honour bound not to abandon the millionair’s 
affairs and family at this stage.  Ledebur was already satisfied that he could unburden himself 
of many of his duties in Paris:  “I had recently met a former Austrian Naval Officer, Korv-
Kpt. Baron von Call, who had been with the Abwehr in Athens and had been transferred on 
account of his age to Paris.  He was the right person to watch over all the delicate matters: 
releases, intervention, protection of cases, undertaking certain steps at my direction .. I knew 
that most of my friends would like him as my successor”.  For Ledebur was determined that 
his activities on behalf of his friends in Parisian society, as well was the Bedaux staffs and 
ménage, should continue to enjoy his protection. 



[153, KV 2/159-2, page 31] 
 

 
 



Budapest:  First Contact with Hptm. Coreth. 
 In the meantime, Lederbur had to go to Budapest on behalf of Hansen to see Hptm. 
Coreth (AOB, please bear in mind that up to the end of WW I Austrian and Hungary belonged 
to a united Austria-Hungary Monarchy. Consequently, the German language was their 
common past, and they rather well understood one another), who, although officially attached 
to Speer Ministry, was a personal agent supplying secret reports on the Balkans, which he 
covered very thoroughly every year.  Ledebur was to put him in contact with local Abwehr 
officers and arrange for the forwarding of Coreth’s reports through the Abwehr lines. 
 Ledebur was met at Budapest station by Coreth, who had been warned in advance of 
his visit, and was taken to the Hotel Gellert, where Coreth was himself staying.  Ledebur told 
the other that he had been sent down by Hansen primarily to obtain from him a report of 
recent political developments, especially in Hungarian Army circles, but also to instruct him 
in future to send his communications through Ast-Wien.  In this connection he would put him 
in touch with Obstlt. Fuchs who although officially Military Attaché was also chief of the 
K.O. in Budapest. (AOB, K.O.= Kriegsorganisation, an intelligence organisation established 
in countries with which Germany had friendly relations. As soon as a country was conquered, 
such organisation was dissolved. It was mostly operating under the cover of the Embassy. By 
the way, all great nations established intelligence sections attached to their Embassies as well. 
Think of Allen Dulles in Berne (Bern) in wartime years)   
 Coreth stated that he knew Fuchs already, but that he had no desire to inform the other 
that he was himself in the Abwehr service.  The objection was brushed aside by Ledebur, who 
pointed out that he was only carrying out the chief’s orders.  But he went alone to Fuchs’ 
office at the Embassy, paving the way for future call by Coreth.  He told the latter that, by 
order of Hansen, Coreth was to be given every facility to forward special reports to Ast-Wien 
by the Abwehr courier, without being opened. (AOB, I estimate that the state of affairs was 
after February 1944, and Ast-Wien was by then designated K.d.M. Wien; which stood for 
Kommandomeldegebiet Wien)  Fuchs agreed at once, stating that he had met Coreth but was 
not aware that he belonged to the Abwehr. 
 In the office during the conversation there was also present Major Baron von 
Manteuffel, Chef III F/Ast-Wien(AOB, III F = Counter Espionage), who was active in 
counter-espionage against the Hungarian Intelligence service. (After the occupation of 
Hungary by the German forces, he was to become Leiter of Ast-Budapest. (AOB, Ledebur’s 
explanation is too simple, as foregoing the German had militarily occupied Hungary but not 
yet organisationally)  
 Although professing not to know many officers of the Abwehr, Coreth was able to 
induce Ledebur to Hptm Leverkuehn (Dr. Paul Leverkühn)(AOB, he was KO Leiter in 
Turkey, but was removed after the defection to the British of the Vermehren Couple on, 
about, 8 February 1944, in Istanbul (Istambul)).  Of K.O. Turkey, who was at that time 
enjoying a holiday at the Hotel Palatinus on Magaret Island.  Leverkeuhn told him of 
Pheiffer’s recent visit to Istambul and discussed personalities in New York where he had 
many friends. (AOB, Dr. Leverkuehn, had lived in the US before the war) 
 During the few days that Ledebur stayed in Budapest, Coreth outlined for him recent 
political developments in Hungary.  He specialised in intelligence concerning the Hungarian 
Army, from a political rather than a military angle, and he counted with two excellent 
informants, whom he had introduced to Ledebur;  Baron Gostonyi, now Foreign Minister in 
the Szalascy Puppet Government (AOB, pointing at a government established by Russian 
backed Communists);  and Baron Ossy Reichlin, brother-in-law of Gostonyi and managing 
director of a timber company.  As Ledebur had been instructed to estimate the amount of 
money which Coreth would require for his services and expenses, including payment to his 
informants, the two men agreed that 2000 Pengoes monthly would be ample.  
 
 



[153, KV 2/159-2, page 31] 
 

 
 After a short stay in Vienna, Ledebur returned to Berlin to report to Hansen.  With 
Pheiffer he exchanged views about Dr. Leverkuehn and … 

 
 Shortly afterwards Ledebur returned to Paris, where he was to stay for a few days 
before going on the San Sebastian, with Hansen’s approval. 
 On his return to Paris, Ledebur was received more frigidly than ever by Waag (AOB, 
remember the latter was an ardent-Nazi) who was only now aware of the other’s appointment 
to Hansen’s inner circle, and that his refusal to allow Ledebur to proceed to San Sebastian had 
been overruled by Berlin. 
 
[513, KV 2/159-2, page 32] 
 

 
 Ledebur, who stayed at the Hotel Maria Cristina in San Sebastian, where he arrived 
towards the end of August, 1943, spent one day with the Hohenlohe’s at Zarauz.  The Prince 
had just returned from a visit to his son in Switzerland, where he had been in contact with Mr. 
Dulles, confidential adviser of Mr. Dewey, the American Presidential candidate;  another 
American diplomat, Mr. Donovan; Dr. Wirth leader of the Catholic Bavarian Party in pre-
Hitler Germany; and other “interesting personalities”.  Certain elements in America appeared 
to be interested in the possibility of a negotiated peace, but the general impression of his 
Swiss contacts was that Britain was opposed to any patched-up peace and that therefore the 
war could continue until the military defeat of Germany.  Hohenlohe suggested to Ledebur 
that he might care the information on to Canaris, ignoring the fact that Ledebur’s status in the 
Abwehr was insufficiently exalted.  
 
 

↓ 
 
 



[153, KV 2/159-2, page 34] 
 

 
 

 Ledebur arrived on 15th September 1943 and reported at once to the Abwehr 
headquarters  at 80 Tirpitz-Uferstrasse, “a terrible gloomy and neglected sight”.  Hansen was 
in conference with Obst. i.G. Leverhusen (AOB, should be: Lahousen, whether he once was 
employed “im Generalstab”?), for three years Chef III, and another important Abwehr officer 
when Ledebur arrioved, but he did not have to wait long before being received by the Chef I 
(AOB, = Obstlt. i.G. Georg Alexander Hansen; the same person we know well in the 
meantime). 
 After discussing briefly Ledebur’s recent tour in Spain and southern France, on which 
he was asked to prepare a report Hansen asked Ledebur’s opinion on Italy’s collapse (AOB, 
Mussolini was recaptured (from Gran Sasso) by the Germans and from Monte Cassino up to 
the Swiss-German borders in the Northern territory had been occupied by the Germans. The 
Italian troops been made PoW and/or forced to work in Germany. Southern Italy was, 
however, under Italian/Allied ruling) and he latter (Hansen) spoke gloomily of the constant 
German retreats on the Eastern front, the result of the absence of reserves behind the fighting 
front, which was never static.    
 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 35] 

 

 

 
 Hansen wished Ledebur to remain for at least ten days at the O.K.W. so that they 
might get to know each other better. (AOB, was Hansen pointing at Zeppelin, near to 
Zossen?)  As he was left very much to his own devices, Ledebur introduced himself to several 
officers in the nearby offices, including Major Ziebiss, I H Ost;  they were all pessimistic and 
bored with their work. 



 Days passed during which Ledebur wrote private letters, read foreign newspapers and 
magazine obtained through Sweden, and studied files selected for him by Hansen and 
Pheiffer.  With them, Ledebur spoke at some length of his arrangements in Spain, where he 
hoped to count for several valuable sources of information in the near future, perhaps also 
outside the country, as he was attempting to get some French industrial protégés across the 
Pyrenees on the first stage of their separate journeys to Africa and perhaps England. 
 

 
 He spoke of his discussion with Seefried in the matter of communications, and both 
Hansen and Pheiffer agreed that they would talk to the Generalkommando-Berlin, where he 
was registered with Ast VII (AOB, =  Ast VII belonged to Wehrkreis München)   While 
Seefried would be officially placed at the disposal of Ledebur, the latter must not let it be 
known to the entire K.O Spain. That he was in direct contact with O.K.W. (OKW)/ Abw. I; if 
he wished to discuss the question of the rapid communications between Seefried and himself, 
whether in Berlin or Paris, this should be done by contacting Sdf. Kuehlenthal (Kühlenthal) 
(AOB, he guided the Double-Cross agent Garbo, on behalf of the Abwehr in Madrid), I H KO 
Spain, and introducing him to Seefried, but outside the Madrid offices.  Hansen added that 
Kuehlenthal would place his radio facilities at Seefried’s disposal without ado;  he was by far 
the best man of Group I in Spain and very reliable from the political point of view. (AOB, me 
is not clear about whom he is speaking Seefried or Kuehlenthal?)(AOB, Sdf. Kuehlenthal is 
a special person, with Jewish roots, but it was Canaris who decided that he was to be 
regarded Arian. Which fact triggered S.D. investigations, but their attempts were 
ultimately silenced. After the most successful execution of Overlord, it was clear that 
Kuehlenthal had been successfully hoaxed by Operation Fortitude!  However, British 
Secret Services did everything possible, getting Kuehlenthal expelled from Spain after 
the war, but in vain. In 1947 they gave all their efforts up. Kuehlenthal had already been 
in Spain since the Condor operations of 1937 and got Spanish backing) He could not hold 
a responsible job inside Germany because he was half Jewish, and this suggested that he 
might not be a Nazi, so that “one could talk openly with him”.    
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 



 [153, KV 2/159-2, page 36] 
 

 
 In  order to get a clear picture of the general situation in Central Europe, Ledebur 
contacted several old friends whom he knew still to be active in the democratic movement.  
Without naming sources, he drew up a lengthy report for Hansen based on his conversations 
both in Budapest and Vienna (AOB, Ast-XVII, Wien) 
 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 36] 

 

 
 Merano. 
 As Mme. Narischkine was, according to reports, already dying, Ledebur tried to get a 
permit for his wife to visit her mother, but the regulations at this time were too severe, 
especially for anyone born outside the Greater Reich (AOB, Gross Deutschland), and Mrs. 
Ledebur was an American.  He thought at first of obtaining a permit through Ast-Wien, but 
discovered that in order to get it he would need to proclaim his wife a “V-person” (AOB, 
generally known as: V-Mann)  to the local police.  He decided to carry out the mission 
himself and travelled to Bolzano (AOB, Bozen) in the company of a Viennese (Wiener) 
banker friend, Paul von Steiner-Haldenstaedt.  From Bolzano he travelled alone to Merano 
(Meran), where his mother-in-law was staying with he husband, Basil Narischkine.  The latter 
spoke, as an ardent Fascist, of the worsening military situation and of his hopes of eventually 
getting … 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 



[153, KV 2/159-2, page 38] 
 

 
 An unexpected caller during his brief time in Paris before moving on to Madrid again 
was Egon Alma.  He came to express his gratitude for Ledebur’s help in the past and to make 
him a proposition which might safeguard Ledebur’s own future in Allied hands. 
 A representative of the British Secret Service in Paris, who was aware of Alma’s 
contact with “an officer of the Majestic”, had accepted Alma’s guarantee that this fellow-
countryman (Ledebur) was loyal to the democratic cause and would help him to travel out of 
Paris.  This Englishman, Capt. Beauvais, was to be driven by Ledebur, with the latter wearing 
his uniform as a German officer, to a place an hour’s ride from Paris; he was to wait two 
hours at this place, then return to Paris with his passenger. Ledebur was to furnish also 
laissez-passer with genuine stamps in the name which would indicated later. 
 Ledebur agreed in principle to the scheme but asked first to see Beauvais.  A 
rendezvous was fixed, but Beauvais had to wait some twenty minutes at Ledebur’s office and 
left again before Ledebur arrived late for the appointment.  On the following day Ledebur had 
to leave for Spain, and he told Alma to arrange a new meeting on his return. 
 

 
 His main interest in this new visit to Spain was top learn from Bastide about prospects 
of an early “escape” by Pinci and others of his group, to pick up information which he would 
serve up in a report to Hansen, and to establish contact between Seefried and Kuehlenthal, 
who were to arrange for future transmissions of Seefried’s reports to Ledebur via the I H 
station. (AOB, Sabine?) 



 As usual, Ledebur called at K.O. offices, paid his complements to Gustav Lenz (AOB, 
KO Leiter Spain, but was one of his alias’, for Leissner his real name), and confirmed a 
message from Hansen which had … 
 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 39] 

 

 
.. proceed him, that he wished to speak to Kuehlenthal of I H in connection with for Ledebur 
agent in Madrid Seefried. 
 Kuehlenthal, when approached later by Ledebur, had no objection to placing his radio 
services at the disposal of Seefried, whom Ledebur described as an old friend whom it was 
necessary, in the interests of the Service, to have in direct contact with himself, through the 
Embassy as most unsatisfactory channel from the Abwehr point of view.  It would be 
necessary for them to meet in private in order to work out the technical details, including the 
allocation of cover-names:  Ledebur suggested that Seefried be known as “Franzl”;  the latter 
would, of course, be advised by Ledebur of cover-names for the various informants who 
might supply him with intelligence to be wired from time to time. 
 As Kuehlenthal had created a bad impression on Ledebur, he evaded a direct 
introduction to Seefried, whose social consciousness might be offended, but advised the latter 
to get in touch with the other after he (Ledebur) had left again Paris. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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 Aileen O’Brien happened to mention also the name of Michael Cresswell, of the 
British Embassy (AOB, in Madrid), of whose presence in Madrid Ledebur learned only that 
week from a chance remark by Seefried.  As he had known Cresswell in peacetime, Ledebur 
begged Aileen to arrange a meeting between the two. 
 Aileen now made a counter-demand of Ledebur, that he takes letters and a parcel to 
her widowed sister and brother, Frau Mirbach and Bill O’Brien, who were in Germany 
enjoying restricted movement; was there any possibility of Bill’s being brought out of 
Germany to Spain? 
 Ledebur replied that he would discuss the problem with Meran on his return to 
Vienna, since Meran (AOB, notice a later description) had already intervened once to secure 
the release of Bill from internment camp. 
 The meeting with Michael Cresswell was discretely arranged in Madrid and Ledebur 
gave his British contact a brief verbal report on conditions in Germany and other information 
concerning the Wehrmacht. The two agreed to meet again by arrangement through Aileen, on 
Ledebur’s next visit. 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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 During his stay in Madrid, Ledebur was again invited to dine with the Merlins, and on 
this occasion he again met “Gonzalo”and Juan Terrasa, whom he had last seen in France in 
the company of Pagezy, and from whom he had carried a letter to Berlin for Dr. Otto John 
(AOB, this dubious person defected to the British about the same time as did Ledebur in late 
July or early August 1944, in Madrid.  However, John’s route was different - as he became 
involved with Sefton Delmar in Southampton, with his “Soldatensender Calais” endeavour. 
He married to a British wife and after the Bundesrepublik was established, he wanted to 
return to Germany again. For it the British pushed the creation of a job for him - and made 
him: President of the Bundesverfassungsschutz. The disaster came - when he, in mid 1950s, 
disappeared and showed up the next day in the Communist DDR, in East-Berlin! Not enough, 
after a year a returned into the Bundesrepublik Deutschland again. A wonderful intriguing FO 
file does exist: FO 371-137595; which can be down-loaded gratis via the GB-NA archive. 
Bothering whether he should be put into a lunatic clinic; but also: how to respond - when he 
wished to visit Britain again; and what the publicity would making out of it! (His wife wore 
the British nationality still)).  On another occasion, with Dr. Tertisch, Ledebur visited the 
home of Max Hohenlohe, who had let his Madrid flat and was living on his country estate 
near El Escorial.  It was a purely social event, but Ledebur met there for the first time 
Hohenlohe’s friend and adjutant in the representation of the Skoda firm: Reinhardt Spitzi, 
whom he later learned to be a former member of the Brandenburg Lehr-Regiment and 
currently an agent of the S.D. in Madrid.  (AOB, please remember, that after 12 February 
1944 the S.D. started to take over the main Abwehr organisation with the aim of a full 
merging into RSHA Amt VI. Thus most members, albeit that their occupations didn’t change 
much, were headed by Himmler’s R.S.H.A.) (AOB, the real dilemma with what attitude was 
their authority accepted: knowingly changing onto the real SS complex, or taking matters for 
what it is, and keeping themselves as independent as possible. What counted was often the 
prospects of someone’s future career; this caused often that the inner line of moral wasn’t 
followed. This was what is being reflected in the British file on: Max von Hohenlohe: KV 
2/3289; the real breaking point came after the 20 July assassination attempt on Hitler), 
 Before leaving Paris, Ledebur sent a cabled report to Hansen. It told, falsely, of the 
possibility of an early visit by his source Bastide to England, since he hoped that his 
increasing circle of contacts in Madrid might include a few who could give him a little 



information, in the course of general discussion, about Allied military intentions, and stressed 
the fact that they were capable of carrying them out.       
 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 41] 
 

 
The war; denial of the Allies, who had plenty of landing craft, to stage a big landing 
manoeuvre despite the Italian campaign; “In other words, reported facts that were common 
knowledge to every foreign observer of average intelligence”.  (A fitting commentary to this 
admission was that Pheiffer and Hansen told him later that this particular report was most 
interesting, and much better than “the rubbish and optimistic predictions on which they had 
been fed for so many years by well-paid V-Leute …”) 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 42] 

 

 
“Zeppelin” end of November, 1943. 
 It was towards the end of November that Ledebur arrived in Berlin, only to find that 
the old Abwehr offices at Tirpitz-Uferstr. Had been turned into a mass of rubble by the R.A.F 
bombings.  (AOB, it has however to be noticed, that in Hansen’s personal “pocket-diary” of 
1943, for; 3 January, Zeppelin being referred onto. Hence, Zeppelin had been much earlier 
used by Amt Ausland/Abwehr. However, after the devastating Spring bombardment of the 
Tirpitzufer, buildings, more and more Abwehr offices had moved into the Zeppelin Bunker 
complex (near to Zossen). But also other OKW offices had moved there into as well).  
Abteilung I (AOB, = Intelligence section, headed by Obstlt. Hansen) had recently moved to 
the “Zeppelin Camp near Zossen, “with, very modern blockhouses for officers and poor 
wooden barracks as living quarters.  The life was very simple, the food conditions disastrous; 
nobody would believe that important German staff officers could have accepted such 
humiliation”.  
 The officers of Abt. I were most unhappy; the war situation was grim; and Hansen and 
Pheiffer were in no mood to listen to reports from Spain. (AOB, However, in my perception, 
we should look at it a bit more differentiated. Hansen, at least lived in Rangsdorf outside 



Berlin, in a private house with his family. We may therefore suppose, that their food supply 
wasn’t so grim as being painted; and might not have been the only one living outside the 
Zeppelin premises)(AOB, their concern must have had a wider scope than the easy life in 
Spain)  Nevertheless, Ledebur sought to promote their interest by sending messages to 
Seefried in Madrid enquiring guardedly whether … 
 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 43] 

 

 
 This time at Zeppelin was spent by Ledebur in reading files supplied by Hansen and 
commenting on their content.  Among them was one from Dr. Otto John, one of the special 
agents (Sonderbeauftragte)(AOB, by the way, he was also working for the Lufthansa 
company) of Ast. Stettin, who had recently been in Spain; it was a confidential document 
which gave an objective account of the general was situation as seen from there (AOB, = 
Spain), stressing the hopelessness of Germany’s position and the urgent need to make peace 
“on any conditions”.  Hansen’s agent, Ledebur discovered on enquiry, was identical with the 
man for whom he had brought a letter from France on behalf of Juan Terrasa, though he had 
not before realised that John was also a member of the Abwehr. 
 Dr. Waetjen, another Ast Stettin special agent of Hansen, who was to undertake a 
delicate peace-feeler mission in Switzerland, was visiting Zeppelin at this time and was 
introduced by Major Kumrow, and Hansen hinted that later he might employ Ledebur as a 
cut-out with these men, since direct contact was dangerous for himself. 
 As Pheiffer had told Hansen that Ledebur had a special attitude for drawing up reports 
on personalities, the Chef commissioned Ledebur to prepare a report on every officer, 
Sonderführer (Sdf.) or agent whom he had met on his journeys; he was to be completely 
objective and frank in his conclusions about each person. 
 

↓ 
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 As he had been advised by Meran that the latter would be visiting the Mirbach’s home 
at Niessen in mid-December, Ledebur spoke Hansen about the possibility of transferring 
Meran to his own service and outlined a scheme to make use of Bill O’Brien as a source of 
information in Spain, since O’Brien had known Meran for years and would not speak 
guardedly in his presence. Hansen readily agreed to let Ledebur contact Meran at Niessen, 
since he was also to travel to Holland in connection with outstanding legal questions, raised in 
Paris by Call, concerning the administration of the International Bedaux Maatschappij. 

 
 
Holland, December 1943. 
 Ledebur then went on to Holland, where he discussed technical aspects of the I.B.M. 
administration with the Reichskommissar (AOB, = Dr. Arthur Seyss-Inquart?, by the way, a 
fellow Austrian by birth) für die Behandlung Feindlichen Vermögens, and made the rounds of 
old friends: Gert van Maasdijk, a well known journalist; Roland Holst, an Amsterdam 
insurance manager;  Albert Sillem, a partner in the firm of Beels & Co. and Norbert Roessler 
and Schier, managers of the Nederlandsche Standaard Bank.  Discussions with these men 
were to provide him with material for a special report to Hansen on under-currents of the 
German occupation of Holland, where the excess of the administration were stirring up the 
forces of opposition.  
 

 
Return to Zeppelin. 
 On his return to Zeppelin in late December Ledebur prepared a → 
 

↓ 
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special report for Hansen on the unfortunate effect of mass deportations and excesses in 
concentration camps in Germany and France on French opinion in particular and the world in 
general. 
 On December 21st, a special Christmas party was held at the Zossen Camp at which a 
group of officers presented to the company a humorous verse on “the Haphle (Hansen-
Pheiffer-Ledebur) Triumvirate”.  It shook Ledebur, who realised that his reports on Abwehr 
personalities had become common knowledge at headquarters, where his intimacy with 
Hansen gave rise to considerable tacit hostility. 
 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 48] 
 

 
 

 Further to justify his current visit to Spain, Ledebur sent a series of reports to Hansen 
based on hearsay from Pinci and Daniel de Araoz, whose friendship with General Orgaz, C-
in-C-Pyrenees Command, was productive of considerable military gossip.  As he was invited 
to dine with the Araozs – he saw Daniel often at his office, where Pinci also called also called 
– and the Merlins, he was able to retail a brief account of current opinion and fact from “well-
informed sources”.  
 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 49] 
 

 
 On this occasion Rohrscheidt gave Ledebur the details of an attempt by the German 
agent Eckerding (or Eggerding), of I Wi (AOB, = Wirtschaft), Stuttgart, to open negotiations 
with Allied representations in Madrid.  Hansen declared his interest in the story, which 
Ledebur had brought to him in the form of a rumour, picked up in Spain and France, that 



Germany had been making a successful bid to drive a wedge between Great Britain and 
America on the one side and Russia and the Western Powers on the other.  
 
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 52] 

 

 
Zeppelin, February 1944. 
 Zeppelin was in crisis. The defection to the Allies (AOB, actually British) in Turkey of 
Vermehren (AOB, man and wife, making matters worse), a member of the K.O. staff, had 
precipitated Himmler’s gradual encroachment on the last Army intelligence preserve.  Hansen 
ordered Pheiffer to prepare a special report on all the facts as they became available, as his 
last year’s visit to Istambul (Istanbul) qualified him for the job.  Canaris had been summarily 
dismissed and ordered to remain at Baden-Baden, where he had been on holiday, until further 
orders. (AOB, the day it happened was 12 February 1944)  Hansen had been appointed 
Amtsschef (AOB, thus succeeding Canaris’ function) but already he had to refer to Himmler 
and Schellenberg (AOB, actually in charge was Dr. Kaltenbrunner), of the S.D., all his 
intentions. Kaltenbrunner’s car was to be seen often in the park: “the shadow of death was 
over the Abwehr”.  
 
(AOB, I would like to prepare a summary on the Vermehren case, which couple being not 
well handled by British  M.I.5 Crown Servants, a most sad story!) 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
↓ 



 
 Meran, on his return to Paris, was summoned to Call to Zossen to report on his recent 
activities in Spain.  Ledebur introduced him to Pheiffer and Humpert and he was ordered to 
prepare a written account on his past experiences with the S.D.,  activities in Hungary, France 
and Spain. The result was “so poor and insignificant” that Ledebur was compelled, in his won 
interest, to protect Meran from the biting criticism of the I M officers in the camp (AOB, 
Zeppelin)  In order to disembarrass himself as soon as possible of the unhappy agent, he 
obtained Hansen’s  permission to his indefinite transfer to Budapest, where he was to contact 
as Coreth’s assistance.  Ledebur told him that he expected to be in Budapest himself in mid-
March and would expect to have a good report about him from Coreth.  Meran left about three 
days after his arrival in Zossen. 
 Ledebur supplied for Hansen, who was too preoccupied to see much of him on this 
occasion, a few more details on personalities of K.O. Turkey, but spent most of his time 
reading files and gossiping with other officers. So depressing was the atmosphere that he 
decided to get away as soon as possible for a break. To add to the general gloom, the news of 
Bedaux’s death in America on February 10th had arrived Zeppelin, Ledebur recalled that he 
must again visit Holland in connection with the Bedaux business and, privately, to obtain a 
permit for Mme. Ter Hart’s husband, Frederick, to visit Paris. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 

↓ 
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Zeppelin, March 1944. 
 Returning to Zossen, Ledebur sensed at once a serious deterioration of the Abwehr 
position:  numerous S.D. cars were to be seen in the camp.  Hansen was brooding; he told 
Ledebur that the continuation of German resistance in the war was useless. He admitted that 
the Allies would treat Germany sternly, but he felt that something could be saved, and should 
be saved, so that even after thirty years of British tutelage the nation could hope to regain 
complete, if chastened, independence…. 
 He wished now to intensify his work through his special agents. They had their 
confidential orders from himself, and for the moment he could not tell Ledebur more;  but he 
was examine the reports which came from them, for soon he hoped to place them under his 
control.  For his three Sonderbeauftragte – Otto John in Spain,  Dr. Waetjen in Switzerland, 
and R von Mendelsohn in Sweden – he had a team of officers whom he could trust to carry 
out his special arrangements:  Kpt. z. See Wiebe, Leiter Ast Stettin;  Prince Kniphausen, 
Wiebe’s A.D.C.; and Kpt. Gehre of Gruppe III. (AOB, notice: a Naval rank) 
 It was Hansen’s desire now to place the three agents under the care of Ledebur for all 
administrative details hitherto carried out by other three officers;  three agents were in future 
to address their reports, not to himself or the individual officers. But to Sonder-
Verbindungschef “Joe”, at Zossen;  they were to be brought from agents by special K.O. 
courier.  Ledebur was to arrange meetings with John and Waetjen, both of whom were now in 
Zossen, to “establish confidence”.   
  

 
 



 
 Pheiffer, was to much the hidebound militarist, was not admitted into this “secret 
circle” around Hansen.  The negotiations which Ledebur now opened with the 
Sonderbeauftragte were saved from any curiosity on the part of his former chief by the fact 
that the latter suffered several heart-attacks and had left Zossen on several weeks’ sick leave.  
He was to return later to hear the news that he had been superseded as Gruppenleiter I and as 
Ia (Chief of Staff) O.K.W. (OKW)- Amt Ausland, by Obstlt. Engelhorn, and was to be sent to 
Turkey as K.O. Leiter. (AOB, for your better understanding: Obstlt. Pheiffer succeeded Dr. 
Paul Leverkuehn, who bore responsibility on the defection of the Vermehren couple, about 
7/8 February 1944) 
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Legal business, and a brief exchange established that they were all of the same mind”.  
Waetjen was much impressed with Ledebur’s international contacts and wished tp be 
accompanied by him to Switzerland, where proper introductions could be established with 
Allied representatives, official and unofficial.  Hansen had given him orders to proceed as 
soon as possible to Switzerland; he had 10,000 Swiss francs and was to remain in that country 
until recalled. 
 John, whom Ledebur had again met in Zossen, was still officially on the books of Ast 
Stettin and under the protection of Kpt. z. S. Wiebe, so that Ledebur had few dealings with 
him on this occasion, although Hansen, to his surprise assigned him shortly afterwards to 
special services under Ledebur’s administrative control, a fact which brought Kpt. Humpert 
raging to the Austrian that he had used his influence with Hansen to steal “poor old Wiebe’s 
agents”.  
 
 



 
 In the case of Waetjen, his file was transferred from Stettin to Zossen during the 
month of March, and from now on Ledebur was to receive his reports and look to his 
administrative needs. 
 Kniphausen and Gehre had discussed with Ledebur arrangements for a special radio 
station to receive confidential reports from John, and Kniphausen had offered himself to 
operate a special receiver at Siegmaringen;  Gehre had not dared to support the plan as he was 
afraid of discovery.  (Gehre was subsequently arrested by the Gestapo in connections with 
their enquiries into the case of a former German Consul-General in New York Kiep – brother 
of the Abwehr officer of the same name- and were pursuing an investigation into Gehre’s 
penetration earlier of the S.D. itself.  Gehre staged a sensational escape from the Gestapo gaol 
and was hidden by John. Later Hansen, whose manner betrayed nothing, although he was 
aware of Gehre’s whereabouts and safely under John’s cover, sent Ledebur to the Gestapo 
offices in the Artillerie Strasse to enquire whether “that man Gehre had been caught”.) 
 John, when he left shortly afterwards for Madrid where he had cover as a director of 
the Lufthansa, was not yet provided with a means of radio communication to be arranged by 
Ledebur, who did not yet enjoy his confidence. 

 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 



 
 Later the file of John was passed by Hansen to Ledebur, and he began to realise that 
each of the Sonderbeauftragte must have been chosen for his role because his background 
suggested that he must be anti-Nazi.  Ledebur, as a veteran soldier who had spent years on the 
Russian front, had observed the youthfulness of John and the others and wondered resentfully 
why they had not been pressed into military service; but now he realised that the men had 
been groomed as special agents for a special job, although his view was still that Hansen 
employed them only to get “honest reports” about Germany’s parlous prospects as seen from 
the world outside. 
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 Pinci was very impatient over Bastide’s delay in returning to Spain, as he had arranged 
with M. Truelle, of the French 2eme Bureau (AOB, French Secret Service) representation in 
Madrid, to have him replace the expelled “Morton”;  he felt that Bastide should be grateful, 
for the authorities in North Africa had wished to send him to the Far East. 
  
[153, KV 2/159-2, page 58] 
 

  This reminded Ledebur of Cresswell’s failure to turn up from the appointment on his 
last visit.  The opportunity to learn the reason from Aileen O’Brien presented itself later, 
when he met the girl in Pinci’s apartment: Cresswell, she stated, had no authority to renew the 
contact. 

 
 Despite his reputation to “go over” to the British on this occasion, Ledebur decided 
now that the issue could not be pressed;  he asked Pinci to place before the British, either in 
Madrid or England: he must know definitely whether he would be “accepted”.  Pinci 
promised to do his best. 
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 Ledebur had met Rohe through the “Hidalgio” address and urged him to remain in 
Madrid for some time in order to help establish the “Hidalgo” line.  An introduction was 
arranged to Seefried, who accepted him in his home with unexpected warmth, and messages 
were sent to Call in Paris urging an extension of Rohe’s present assignment in Spain.  Their 
technical relations, Rohe, who used the alias “Ross”,  changed Seefried’s cover-name to 
“Max”. 
 He began lamenting the radical changes which were taking place in the Abwehr 
machinery and spoke of Himmler’s “idiotic” speech at the Abwehr funeral meeting in 
Salzburg (AOB, maybe Ledebur is a bit confused because an important combined 
Abwehr/Amt VI meeting took place on 14-15 May 1944, where all important personalities 
attended) a few days earlier, of Hansen’s increasingly difficult position, and other signs of the 
new times.  He said that he was happy to leave for distant parts and hoped that he would never 
return to the High Command, and most certainly not under the S.D. 
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↓ 



Zossen, May 1944. 
  When he presented himself at Zossen he saw for the first time S.D. Officers in 
the mess, (AOB, may we encounter an error? Already in May 1944 the upper echelons had 
moved outside the crowded Zeppelin premises, to Belinde (Baruth); further south of Zossen in 
the countryside) but sitting well apart from the Abwehr officers of the Army and navy;  “They 
had not entered Abteilung I, but had infiltrated Abt. III, swarming over the whole place. 
 Hansen was in conference day and night with the two S.D. chiefs, Kaltenbrunner and 
Schellenberg;  after two months discussion they had not yet reached agreement.  Hansen 
hoped to save Abt. I from S.D. influence, (AOB, in casu: RSHA Amt VI)  putting it directly 
under the military Führungsstab (High General Staff;  Heeresleitung, Obste SKL (AOB, = 
Seekriegsleitung), and Luftkriegsführungsstäbe.  A “Führerbefehl” had issued some month 
earlier forbidding any officer from transferring to another service.     

 
 The Amtschef (AOB, now Hansen, in the passed Canaris)  was trying to keep the 
conservative elements for his Militärisches Amt:  Schellenberg was aware of the fact and its 
aim, but preferred to let Hansen believe that he did not disapprove of this policy. 
 Hansen was less accessible to Ledebur than in previous occasions. (AOB, an 
assassination attempt was becoming eminent and he must have been under tremendous stress) 
When he enquired about the result of efforts to stem the S.D. tide, Hansen turned around from 
the window out of which he had been gazing absent-mindedly and said:  “My friend, that is 
just one issue; but everything is rotten in the State of Denmark!” 
 Pheiffer’s successor, Obst. Engelhorn, Iam tried on several occasions to draw Ledebur 
on the subject of the new men (John and Waetjen)  whom Hansen had placed under his 
supervision;  but he refused to satisfy the other’s curiosity pointing out his dealings were with 
the Amtschef only.  
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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 With Hansen away to participate in a conference, Ledebur left Zossen (AOB, 
Belinde?) and stayed for a few days with his old friend Schlindwein in Berlin.  He was there 
on D-Day, and on the following morning, June 7th, he set out for Vienna (Wien), stopping en 
route to visit his brother’s estate in Linz. 
 
Vienna. 
 Shortly after his arrival in Vienna, he entered the Sankt Pölten hospital for a minor 
operation to his head.  He was convinced now that the war would soon be at an end, and he 
decided that he could now safely desert to the Allies, a move from which he had been deterred 
by his fear that many lives would have been imperilled by an earlier defection, especially 
those of his friends in France and his relatives in Austria. As his wife had now obtained her 
divorce, in order to marry an Austrian, Dr. Berkowitch, he was no longer fearful of any 
reprisal against her:  he made full financial provision for them through his bank.  (After his 
first visit to Spain, his wife confided that she had not expected him to return from that 
country, but imagined that he would have “gone over” to the other side”.  Ledebur confessed 
that the idea was always with him, but he would never let her down and would make 
provision for her.) 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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 To safeguard his position in the meantime, he called at Jonetz’office in Vienna (Wien) 
and there was able to have a conversation with several members of the recalled staff of K.O. 
Turkey, including Major Schencker-Anger, I L, and Major von Momm, I Wi;  as both had 
been friendly with Hptm. Leverkuehn  they were all suspected in the eyes of the committee of 
enquiry which had sent Obst. Freund, III F O.K.W. (OKW), to Istambul (Istanbul) to 
investigate the case before the Gestapo “took the affair in their own hands”.  
 
Paris, end June & July 1944. 
 Ledebur was back in Paris towards the end of June.  The Lutetia was in a state of 
liquidation; Abt. III had been absorbed by the S.D. (AOB, within one of the sections of RSHA 
Amt VI) although there was no transfer of officers. Obst. Rudolf ph had been transferred in 
May to the Führer-Hauptquartier;  “as he was one of the may protégés of Canaris, his position 
had become very delicate; it was known throughout the Service that he had been financially 
supported for four years by most privileged agents’ enterprise, ‘Otto’,  the greatest Black 
Market merchants in Paris”.  Waag had been transferred, by order of Hansen, to Munich 
(München), where he was to become chief of the local Stellen working mainly for the Italian 
section. Obst. Garthe was the temporary Dienststellenleiter. Hptm. Burchartz, I H spoke 
gloomy of criticism from above about the failure of the so-called R-Netz of stay-behind 
agents;  they had turned out a complete failure; not a single signal had been received from any 
of them, nor had any of the Frontläufer returned … 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 



 

 
 Ledebur consulted Call about the position of affairs with the Bedaux companies and 
the Pinci connections and found them satisfactory.  He decided to draw on the goodwill which 
he had won for himself with the Indo-Chine group, and especially Laurent and Baudouin, 
whose names had been removed from the blacklist of the Gestapo and Embassy of his 
recommendation.  At his request they twice brought to his flat an officer of the general Staff 
of the F.F.I., Obst. “Hubert”,  who provided him with a pass bearing the official stamp of the 
Algiers Liberation Committee to accord with a false identity card previously provided for him 
by Pourtale through the Mairie de St. Cloud.  These papers he would need if compelled to 
drive to Spain for protection from the Maquis, who were already very active. 
 His old friend, Jules Mertz of the Höheres Fliegerkommando, confined to Ledebur that 
he had it on good authority that July 20th would bring a purge in Germany.  When Ledebur 
enquired whether “the heads of the gang would be killed”, Mertz agreed, stating that the 
revolt was coming, not from the S.S., but fro “our people”.  
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Last trip to Spain. 
 Ledebur left Paris on the morning of July 21st, carrying the radio transmitter given to 
him from Lutetia for Rohe, and travelled to Biarritz by car, since rail communications were at 
a standstill.  He stopped for a couple of days at Tours, where he stayed with Roger 
Schlumberger and his family, ad advised them of his decision not to return to France or 
Germany, except with Allied connivance : he was still afraid that the Germans would take 
reprisals against his friends and contacts in these countries. 
 
 



 
 On his arrival in Biarritz, Ledebur drove to the home of Mrs. Beatrice Durnovo and 
arranged to spend the night there.  On the following morning he called on Obstlt. Fuchs and 
found an urgent message awaiting him at the Nest office; Call, who had received it from H.Q. 
(AOB, now Amt Mil) had sent it forward: it demanded a time schedule and 
“Arbeitsprogramm” for his Spanish visit, and it was → 

 
→ evident that Humpert and Kuebart (AOB, the latter succeeded Hansen becoming Chef I, 
but on 22/23 July himself was arrest at “Belinde” by Shellenberg), in Berlin, believed him 
still to be in Paris and would seek stop his journey into Spain.  Fearing that failure reply might 
be  followed by a check at Hendaye (AOB, French border town to Spain), Ledebur drew up a 
hastily invented schedule and drafted his reply: he planned to spend one or two days in Irun 
and San Sebastian after he had crossed the frontier with Rohe’s transmitter on July 24th, and 
he would be seeing Hohenlohe, Nina Lamberty and representatives of the copper interests (the 
Ecfizabarrena’s conveniently answered his description);  in Madrid later he would see Rohe 
and Seefried and would try to induce the first into the Allied circles through Pinci, discuss 
current affairs with Dr. John, and keep in constant touch with von Rohrscheid;  and other 
faked plans which should keep him busy until the end of August. 

 
 As soon as he handed the message in to Fuchs for coding and transmission, Ledebur 
leapt into his car and crossed into Spain via Hendaye, calling the Eceizabarrenas by ‘phone’ 
requesting for food parcels to be prepared for henry Pagezy and Carlos Manual Eceizabarrena 
called on Ledebur at the Hotel Maria Christina on the following day to take delivery of the 
mail; with him Ledebur discussed the break-through at Avranches and formed the impression 
that Eceizabarrena was very pro-Ally.  
 



 
 On the morning of 27 July 27th, Ledebur arrived in Madrid and drove at once to 
Tertsch’s house in the Calle Malaga.  Tersch was out, and Ledebur telephoned first Rohe, 
who was not in his room at the Hotel Asturias, Calle San Jerónimo 13, then Pinci, who was 
invited to come over at once, telling him that he had “prepared the way” for his meeting with 
the British.  He was to arrange a meeting as soon as possible. 

 
 The attempt on Hitler’s life on July 20th had no special significance for Ledebur at this 
time, although he recalled Mertz’s forewarning. 
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 After Tertsch had again left for the Embassy, Rohe and John, whom he former had 
informed of Ledebur’s arrival, came almost simultaneously to the house, The three held 
conference at which Ledebur produced his radio message.  John, who was betrayed reluctance 
to speak too openly in front of Rohe, merely asked Ledebur whether he were going back to 
Berlin.  The latter replied that he hadn’t decided. 
 After the two men had left, Ledebur ‘phoned Pinci, told him that the situation was 
tense, and that the telegram demanding his return was a certain sign that he was suspect.  (To 
make certain, he had had asked Rohe to send a message to Call in Paris asking him to 
ascertain at headquarters whether the order for his return had originated with Hansen himself. 
(AOB, he already was a few days in Gestapo custody) 
 Later, Ledebur was introduced in the Calle Valdivia to a representative of the British 
Intelligence service and preliminary talks began. 
 
 



 

 
 On the following day Ledebur lunched with John and Rohe, and all three spoke of 
their uncertain situation and the possibility of going over to the British.  John was still 
unwilling to commit himself openly in favour of such decision.  After Rohe had retired to 
return to his work in the W/T station, Ledebur took John to a Café and demanded of him what 
he knew about Hansen, for John had stated that he had flew to Berlin shortly before July 20th 
and had returned only a few days ago. 
 John now broke down completely: in tears he confessed to Ledebur that Hansen was 
no longer alive; that Count (Graf von Stauffenberg, to whom Hansen personally handed the 
explosives to be used in the attempt on Hitler’s life, was also dead; and that he, John, had also 
been deeply implicated in the plot.  The revelation stunned Ledebur, who suddenly realised 
how deeply he must himself be compromised through his close contact with Hansen (“It is the 
only grudge that I have against Hansen; he never told me and left me walking around with a 
nose around my neck of which I was not even conscious”.)  
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 John refused Ledebur’s offer to be put in contact with the British, stating that he was 
already in touch (AOB, in casu, Hansen as well?) with them, though he would not name the 
person.   The same evening, on seeing his own British contact, Ledebur disclosed the 
information which he had obtained from John; and on another occasion he brought from 
Tertsch’s home the radio set which he was to have delivered to Rohe; it had been obtained 
through Major Podansky, Chef I Nachrichten, on order from Hansen. 
 

↓ 
 



 

 

 

 
 As he whished still to save his friends in France, Ledebur told his contact that he 
intended to continue to “play” with Berlin; he sent messages announcing first his reluctance to 
leave, then his “decision” to return to France around August 15th.  The reaction was violent:  
he was ordered to come back at once, obtaining ‘plane reservations through the Air Attaché, 
Major Schwarz.  Ledebur called on Schwartz and urged him to make reservation for August 
7th. 
 As he was now in daily touch with the Allied organisations, Ledebur tried to save his 
friends in France as long as possible; through Bastide he sent to Ter Hart, through the French 
Resistance channels, a message of warning that Olivier would not be returning, and asking her 
to destroy his files. 
 He was still living in the home of Tertsch, who was quite unaware of the crisis through 
which he was apssing, when Rohscheid ‘phoned’ on morning to enquire Ledebur had read the 
day’s papers, which announced the execution of Hansen (AOB, the would take place actually 
on 8 September 1944 at Plötsensee Prison) for his share in the plot against Hitler.  Ledebur 
replied that he had been very surprised to read it .. .  Rohrscheid invited, rather than ordered, 
him to his office, and Ledebur agreed to call. 
 On his arrival Rohrscheid asked whether he had been involved with Hansen in his 
plot.  Ledebur replied truthfully that he was not.  Rohrscheid turned away scratched his head, 
and murmured that he had been in Berlin he would almost certainly have been “in it”.  
Reverting quickly to his official duties he demanded to know what Ledebur proposed to do;  
was he going to return?  Ledebur said that there was no reason why he should not do so; he 
had relatives in Germany, and  he would leave on the 7th. 
 Shortly after the encounter, Ledebur left Tertsch’s house and was taken by the British 
into hiding, when he learned that the Gestapo and the Spanish police were already on his 
track. 
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Ironically enough, it was not his double-play with faked agents and French friends that 
imperilled his wife, but his innocent relationship with Obst. Hansen, who, he now 
acknowledges, planned to use him only as a “stooge” when placing him “in control” of the 
“gentlemen agents” abroad; he was selected to be only the gentlemen’s gentleman. 
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Canaris, Admiral (former Amtschef). 
 
His position until dismissal was largely due to his friendship with Hitler since the time of the 
“Spartacus” skirmishes and the Black Reichswehr.  Played an active role in the assassination 
of Liebknecht (AOB, Karl) and Rosa Luxemburg in Berlin.  Himmler was always his arch-
enemy, as he knew that Canaris preferred the conservative elements.  Canaris had long known 
about the plot against Hitler, gave his consent to it, but never did anything to promote it. 
 
Engelhorn, Obstlt. d.G. (Ia – Chief of Staff, Ops., in succession to Korv,-Kpt Erich Pheiffer 
(q.v., May 1944). 
Nationality: German.  Age: 38.  Build: Tall, slender, very good figure.  Height:  1.82 m.  
Weight: 80 kg.  Hair: Fair.  Eyes:  Blue.  Complexion:  Healthy.  Appearance:  Open, frank 
personality. 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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Freund, Obst., III F. (Leiter). 
 
Sent to Istambul (Istanbul) for investigation of K.O. Turkey scandal before Gestapo took 
affair into own hands;  posted to Turkey after Vermehren’s defection. 
Nationality:  German.  Age: 53.  Build: Skinny.  Height:  1.79 m.  Weight:  78 kg.  Hair: 
Dark.  Eyes: Grey.  Face: Oval, narrow. Complexion:  Pale. Nose:  Long, pointed.  Teeth:  
Good.  Appearance:  Unpleasant, pedantic. 
 
Gartmann, Freg.-Kapt. I M. 
 
Successor of Pheiffer as “Gruppenleiter I M” with O.K.W. (OKW) Abw.  After Pheiffer 
became Ia, i.e.,  Chief of Staff (AOB, it is doubtful whether this is the correct function 
description), in Autumn 1943, Gartmann took over duties of I M.  In civil life, wealthy book-
editor in Leipzig.  Gives impression of being a professor, very gentle, amiable and well 
educated.. Conservative and anti-Nazi in ideas, extremely kind and understanding.  Work 
mainly “routine”.. Never travels. 
Nationality:  German.  Age: 58.  Build: very thin.  Height: 1.76m.  Weight: 75 kg. Hair: Grey.  
Eyes: Blue.  Face:  Oval. Complexion:  Healthy.  Clothes:  Old-fashioned. 
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Data not entirely correct! 
Hansen, Obst. i.G. (Chef I and Amtschef)(AOB, matter were since 12th February 1944 quite 
different. Hansen formerly was Chef I, but after he succeeded Canaris, he became Amtschef. 
His successor Chef I was Obstlt. Kuebart) 



Became Chef I in succession of Obst. Oster (AOB, incorrect: Oster was removed from office 
already in Spring 1943, and he once headed at Tirpitzufer Section Z = organisation; Oster and 
von Dohnanyi was together with Oster arrested in 1943. It was, however, due to Himmler’s 
action that a trial had been prevented)  Executed for the part of the Hitler plot, July 1944: had 
supplied the explosives to Count Stauffenberg.(AOB,  Hansen had been hanged on a most 
cruel manner on 8th September 1944 at Plötsensee prison. The explosives had been delivered 
by: Oberst Wessel Freytag von Loringhoven) 
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 Pheiffer, Erich, Korv.-Kapt. @ Dr. Eder @ Dr. Ederhof @ N. Spielman @ Dr. Kross 
@ Whistler.   Gruppenleiter III,  I M, O.K.W. (OKW) Berlin; Stabs-Chef Ia, (AOB, might be 
an incorrect description), Abt. I; leiter K.O. Turkey, May 1944. 
Pheiffer was recruited for Abwehr by cousin, Dienststellenleiter Hamburg Kpt.z. S. 
Wiechmann, in 1935.  At Battle of Skagerrak, where fought as young naval cadet, was 
slightly wounded, afterwards receiving treatment from Dr. Gersdorf, father of future secretary 
and mistress.  Shortly after this, Hilde Gersdorf lost her father and was taken into Pheiffer’s 
family. 
 
About two years ago, Pheiffer became tired and disgusted with his work and hoped soon to 
get an appointment as an Attaché.  Ledebur considers that if Pheiffer had returned from 
Turkey he would probably have been taken over by the Oberste Kriegsleitung, as he could not 
back his post in I M. (AOB, He might have been arrested including all the consequences, as 
he was in contacted with Hansen about crucial moments)   
The alias “Dr. Kross” was used by Pheiffer in his private life with Hilde Gersdorf at his 
discreet house” at Neuilly.  The alias “Whistler” was given to him by Ledebur for use in 
written communications. 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wessel_Freytag_von_Loringhoven
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“One of the few great experts on the whole Abwehr machinery;  knows the organisation 
thoroughly.  Strong and stubborn character;  hard worked with remarks, memory; mentality of 
a gentleman; conservative. 
Nationality:  German.  Age: 48.  Build: strong. Height: 1.85.  Weight: 97 kg. Hair: dark 
brown.  Eyes:  Grey.  Complexion: Pale.  Nose & chin: Well-developed, strong.  Teeth:  
Good.  Hands: Well-shaped. Appearance:  Striking, impressive, open & straightforward.  
Clothes: Neat, good.  Voice:  Bass. Languages: German, very poor French, a few words of 
English. 
Secretary to Pheiffer … Hilde Gersdorf (“Hillich”) later secretary to Korvt.-Kapt. Schueller. 
Nationality:  German. Age: 28.  Build:  Strong. Height: 1.67. Weight: 72kg.  Hair: fair.  Eyes:  
Blue.  Face: regular features.  Complexion:  Healthy, rosy.  Nose: short, retoussé.  Chin: 
strong.  Hands:  Well-kept, well-proportioned.  Appearance:  Modest.  Clothes: simple, clean, 
very German. Voice: Mezzosoprano, agreeable. Language: German, poor French & English. 
 

 
Piekenbrock, Obst. i.G. (Chef I until Spring 1943). (AOB, not correct, was Piekenbrock must 
have chosen for becoming a general, he changed career somewhere in late 1942; but first had 
to follow a training course. Hansen’s pocket-agenda is in accordance to this, and 
Maj.Wilhelm Kuebart went in the footsteps of Hansen since)   
 
Now on Eastern front; personal friend of Canaris, who recruited him for Abwehr at its 
foundation (AOB, Admiral Canaris took up his Abwehr Amtschef function in 1935); 
extremely intelligent and conservative. 
Nationality:  German.  Age: 56.  Build:  Heavy. Height:  1.75m.  Weight: 79 kg.  Hair:  Grey.  
Eyes: Blue. Complexion:  Healthy.  Appearance:  That of a personality. 

 
↓ 
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(AOB, This is not in accordance to what Kuebart stated in: KV 2/410!) 
Weiss, Sonderführer (Sdf.) Dr. (A.D.C. to Kuebart, q.v.) 
 
Favourite and protégé of Kuebart since 1943.  “Pheiffer told me that nobody could understand 
why Hansen and Kuebart shewed son much confidence in this third rate agent, who blows 
himself up, saying that the whole of Abw. I must be totally reorganised.  Before the war he 
lived as a carpet-dealer in the near East (Teheran) and he has a most unreliable and crooked 
face.  I spoke only once to him in the presence of Dr. John, when I was waiting in Kuebart’s 
room in May 1944 to introduce John according to Hansen’s whish”. 
Nationality:  German.  Age: 38.  Build:  Lymphatic. Height:  1.75m.  Weight: 79 kg.  Hair:  
Black.  Eyes:  Dark.  Face:  Round, Asiatic.  Complexion:  Yellow.  Nose:  Flat.  Appearance:  
False inquisitive very conceited. Clothes: Untidy. Peculiarity:  Looks like an Oriental opium 
dealer. Languages:  German, and a few dialects of Near East. 
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Ast Hamburg. (AOB, Ast-X) 
Wiechmann, Kpt.z.S. (Ast Leiter) (AOB, Herbert Christian Oscar Otto Wichmann), was born 
in Hamburg on 18.4.1894) 
Nationality:  German.. Age:  53.  Build:  Strong.  Height:  1.83m.  Weight: 82 kg.  Hair:  
Grey.  Eyes: Dark.  Face:  Oval, sharp-featured.  Complexion: Healthy.  Appearance:  Self-
assured personality.  Languages:  German, poor English. Employment in civil life: Principal 
agent of for Denmark, Sweden and Switzerland for H.C. Hoffmann, Lenz & Co. Export and 



Import Merchants, Hamburg; hops trade with U.S.A. (AOB, most likely incorrect 
information, as Wichmann was already engaged at the Hbg. Abwehrstelle in 1934) 
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Rudolfph, Obst.. (Dienststellenleiter Alst Frankreich) 
 
Comes from an Hannoverian officer’s family;  severed in Cavalery Rgt. In last war; recruited 
by Canaris in 1935 to organise Ast Frankfurt (AOB, incorrect information: he was already 
since the 1920s involved in Abwehr matters; 1935 was the year of Canaris’ becoming 
Amtschef of the Abwehr.  He never had been Ast Leiter of Frankfurt; please consider 
Rudolph’s file KV 2/266 including KV 2/159 the Ledebur files) 
Worked there with Waag and Schmidt, especially in the sphere of military espionage in South 
and East France with great success.  In Summer 1940 became Amtschef in France;  during 
last two years had lost his reputation in military circles, as everyone knew he was taking 
personal advantage of his position in Paris.  Transferred in May 1944 to Führer-
Hauptquartier; as protégé of Canaris his position became delicate in early 1944. (AOB, most 
likely after 12 February 1944, when due to the defection of the Vermehren Couple the 
Ausland/Abwehr collapsed and Canaris had been removed from office and Hansen succeeded 
him.  “Known through service to have been financially supported for four years by the most 
privileged agents’ enterprise,  “Otto”, greatest Black market agents in France”.  Mistress Frl. 
Juhl (AOB, Jühl ?) (q.v., below) secretary at Hotel Lutetia since 1940.  Divorced wife to 
marry Juhl in Spring 1944, after having kept her quite openly as mistress. 
 Nationality:  German.  Age 51.  Build:  Strong, fit.  Height: 1.78m.  Weight: 87 kg.  Hair:  
Fair.  Eyes: Waterly blue,  Complexion:  healthy.. Teeth good.. hands: Fat like a boutcher’s.  

http://www.cdvandt.org/rudolph-ledebur-case.htm


Appearance:  Pleasant.  Clothes: very neat, Voice: Low, Peculiarity:  Prominent eyes.  
Languages: German (no other languages). 
 Secretary to Rudolph … Frl. Juhl. 
Later Rudolph’s wife.  While secretary, “more or less ruled the Lutetia”.  After marriage, 
could not remain in Paris; obtained post with K.O. Madrid (AOB, KOsp), which she left in 
June 1944.  met Rudolph in San Sebastian twice a month, arrangements being made by Nagel 
(q.v. Abt. G)(AOB, Section G was the section dealing with falsifications and that like) 
Nationality: German.  Age 34,  Build: Plump.  Height: 1.73m.  Weight: 78 kg. Hair: Fair.  
Eyes: Blue.  Complexion Fair.  Nose: short.  Chin: Double.  Teeth :  Good.  Appearance :  
very teutonic.  Clothes: False elegance. Peculiarity:  Very prominent eyes. 
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Kuehlenthal, Sonderführer (Sdf.) Karl, @ Carlos. (I H) 
„Kuehlenthal is a protegee of Canaris, who took him at the outbreak of the war to KOSp., as 
he could not serve in the Army, being half-blood Jew.  As he made a success, especially with 
the Spanish Police and found very useful elements and agents (AOB, as the for him fatal 
Double Cross agent Garbo!), Canaris gave him the rank of Sdf. which surprised at one time 
the officer-corps very much (AOB, for some time the S.D. investigated this event, but 
ultimately had been bagged down)  It is known that Kuehlenthal is trembling to keep his 
position so as not to have to return to Germany and serve in a workers’ battalion;  he is 
therefore doing his utmost to please his superiors.  Over the ‘phone he calls himself ‘Don 
Carlos’.  It is said that he now fabricates the news from London …, 
Nationality:  German.  Age:  35. Build:  slender.  Height:  1.78m.  Weight: 79 kg.  Hair and 
Eyes: dark.  Face:  round, cat-like,  Complexion: yellow.  Appearance: nervous and uncertain. 
Particularity: shifty eyes.  Languages:  German and Spanish. 
 

 
Lenz, Kpt.z.S. Gustav (Leiter KO Sp)(AOB, Lenz was one of his quite many cover-names, 
his real name was Leissner) 
Nationality:  German.  Age 53. Build: stocky. Height: 1.78m:  Weight: 84 kg.  Hair: grey.  
Eyes: blue.  Face: oval.  Complexion: white.  Appearance: good-natured. Languages: German 
and Spanish. 
 
 
 

↓ 



 
 

 
Rohrscheid, Obstlt. von (Leiter III) 
„Exceptionally well-informed: his files were comprehensive and complete.” Had established a 
first-class reputation when posted for two years in Rumania before moving to Spain.  Spoke 
Spanish very well/ Not on good terms with Winzer, Police Attaché at German Embassy, each 
being animated by suspicion of the other’s motives, since Abwehr and S.D. were 
incompatible at all times/  There appeared to be no exchange arrangements between 
Rohrscheid and Winzer. 
Nationality:  German.  Age: 56.  Build: slender.  Height: 1,79m.  Weight: 78 kg.  Hair: grey.  
Eyes: dark.  Face: Oval.  Complexion : white.  Teeth : false.  Wears a moustache.  
Appearance:  very stiff and proud. Peculiarity: black patch or dark monocle over eye (War 
injury).  
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“Eins Luft Agent in Stockholm”. 
In May 1944, Obst. Von Dewitz (I L West, R.S.H.A.) told Ledebur that there were a few 
exceptions to “the poor results shewn by the German Intelligence Service”,  citing the success 
of a German industrialist who lived in Sweden long before the outbreak of war.  Through an 
intimate friend of the American Air Attaché in Stockholm, he had contact with a source in 



London, which was able to to give radio, six hours in advance, the rough total of ‘planes 
leaving on bombing raids, with their time of starting out. 
(AOB, quite a lot nonsense, I would like to advice you to consider my: 
http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm  
 
The Germans enjoys many privileges, since he has won from the Luft-Kriegs-Führungsstab 
“at last a good word for the Abwehr’.  Von Dewitz claimed not to know the name of the 
Stockholm agent.  (Names suggested by B.1.B. (Mr Stamp, in Memo. Of 12.12.44 were put to 
Ledebur without reaction.) 
 
Ledebur cannot be sure of the agent’s contacts, maintaining only that they are Anglo-Saxon 
diplomats.  He was unable to give the names of any Eins Luft (I L) representatives (AOB, like 
Kraemer) in Sweden, but confirmed that close contacts exists between the Germans and 
members of the Swedish general Staff. 
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Hidalgo. 
Agent of I M, Alst. Paris. 
Real name not recalled, but allegedly given to British authorities in Madrid.  In January 1944, 
Kpt. (AOB, Hptm) Call introduced Ledebur to Hidalgo, who was in charge of  I M radio 
operators in Madrid.  He was a German who lived for many years in Lisbon where he worked 
for K.O. Portugal.  His principal occupation there was to recruit Portuguese natives as agents 
to be sent overseas and radio operators for the Abwehr organisation in Portugal itself.  For 

http://www.cdvandt.org/klatt-ostro-josephine.htm


some time he had a post in the General Post Office in Lisbon, where he stole large quantities 
of foreign currency from registered letters, delivering a part to his booty to the K.O.  
Eventually, he was arrested but the Germans managed to get him out of Portugal, and in the 
autumn of 1943 he was attached to Korv.-Kpt. Huebner, I M Paris.  This information was 
given to Ledebur in July last in Madrid by Rohe. 
 
Hidalgo was said to receive from unknown sources addressed to a Poste Restante number 
(sic)(AOB, what is so funny about this; were they themselves managing this postal address?);  
the contents of these letters he had to encode and deliver to one of or another of his W/T 
operators; these had been selected by himself and were Spaniards. 
 
According to Ledebur, very few messages passed the “Hildalgo” line, as the Spanish 
authorities detected his chief operator and it was many weeks before a new one was found.  
Even then the station worked so badly that Rohe was sent to Spain to train the new operator 
and check the encoding of Hidalgo and other agents who had received instructions in W/T 
from Rohe in Paris. 
Nationality: German.  Age: 54. Build: stocky.  Height: 1.76m.  Weight: 78 kg. Hair dark grey.  
Eyes: grey.  Face: broad, fleshy.  Complexion: Healthy. Teeth: Bad. Appearance: Tough.  
Clothes: Neglected.  Voice: Loud.  Languages: German, Portuguese, Spanish. 
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Hohenlohe, Prince Max Egon @ Max Egon @ Mapple. 



 
Descended from Austrian branch which resided in Bohemia for more than a century; in 1923 
married wealthy Spanish-Mexican heiress, Yturbe.  Took over family estate at Rottenhaus 
with money given him by his wife to provide for his parents, sisters, brothers.  Before Franco 
regime, lived most of his time at Rottenhaus, Czechoslovakia.  About 15 years ago became 
citizen of Principality of Lichtenstein.  Now behaves like a Spanish grandee; one of the 
daughters married to titled Spaniard. Every year during the war he has gone to France,  
Germany, Czechoslovakia and Switzerland, having business interest everywhere.  Three years 
ago became representative of Skoda Works for Western Europe; as manager for France 
appointed Dr. Mueller (q.v. App. E),  who came from Köln and might be twin brother of Dr. 
Goebbels. As Skoda manager in Spain, has Spiti (q.v. App. C). 
 
Close relations with Allied Embassies in Madrid and Berne (Bern). 
 
Has brother, one of twins, nicknamed “Zwauserl”, who belonged to one of Jewish brigades of 
Waffen S.S.;  with headquarters in rue Calilée, but whose position was not very secure, as he 
had quarrelled with his Obergruppenführer and nearly been dismissed.  Max Hohenlohe, 
disgusted that brother should be working for such a disreputable service, approached Ledebur 
in spring of 1944, with request that he obtain position for him with the Abwehr.  Ledebur 
obtained such bad impression of the man, enormously fat, with spectacles of distinctly Jewish 
appearance, that he never pursued the matter. 
Description of Max Hohenlohe: now residing at Calle Alberto Bosch, 11-2°, Madrid. 
Nationality:  Lichtenstein (former Austrian-Czecho-Slovak).  Age 47.  Build: Stout, husky. 
Height: 1.87m.  Weight: 105 kg.  Hair fair.  Eyes: Blue. Face: Bloated.  Hands:  Large, fat. 
Appearance:  Dominating.  Clothes: Well-dressed. Peculiarities: Hugh bald head. Languages: 
German, Spanish, and English; French and Czech (fluent). 

 

 
John,  Dr. Otto. 
 
Legal adviser of the Lufthansa;  placed in Spain on special mission for Hansen since autumn, 
1943; fellow conspirator with latter in Hitler plot. 
Nationality:  German.  Age: 36.  Height: 1.78m.  Weight: 76 kg. Hair: Fair.  Eyes: Blue.  
Complexion:  Fair.  Appearance:  Very young, boyish.  Languages: German, fair Spanish and 
English, poor French. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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Mendelsohn, R Von. 
 
Special agent of Hansen in Sweden;  partner of Mendelsohn & Co., Amsterdam. (AOB, A 
rather delicate matter: “von” points at “adlich”; but I tend to suppose, that Mendelsohn & Co, 
in Amsterdam was a “Jewsih” related entity; and both are not well fitting together, but I might 
be mistaken. Therefore, I would like to suggest, to neglect “von” as it does not change the 
actual circumstances) 
Nationality: German.  Age: 43. Build:  Small-limbed.  Height: 1.78m.  Weight: 74 kg.  Hair: 
Dark.  Eyes: Blue.  Face:  Oval.  Complexion: Pale.  Hands: Very small.  Appearance:  
Cultured, modest.  Languages, English,  Italian (perfect). 
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Seefried-Buchheim @ Franzl @ Fraenzchen @ Max. 
 
Ast. VII, Berlin. (AOB, Berlin felt under Wehrkreis III, Wehrkreis VII, however, was Munich 
(München))   Related to Spanish Royal Family;  general manager of Schering-Kalbaum, A.G.,  
chemical firm, in Madrid.  Has god relations with Spanish society. 
 
Seen Ledebur in Paris in summer of 1942 when he visited dr. Rinke at Hotel Majestic in 
connection with control of a foreign chemical firm in the section Feindvermögen b. 
Militärverwaltung, Frankreich.  In October, 1942, was in Paris, where he stayed at Hotel 
Westminster with his wife;  Ledebur dined there with them and Baron von Mumm.  When 
Ledebur visited San Sebastian in August, 1943,  Seefried was spending his summer holidays 
with his family in Vigo. 



Nationality:  German-Austrian.  Age: 42.  Build: Strong.  Height: 1.84m.  Weight:  83 kg.  
Hair:  Fair.  Eyes: Blue.  Complexion: Fair.  Appearance: Very gentlemanly.  Clothes: Well-
dressed.  Languages: German, Spanish and English (fluent);  French (fair). 

 
 

 
Waetjen, Dr. Hans. 
 
Met by Ledebur for the first time in 1936,  when Waetjen was looking after affairs of 
Ledebur’s Austrian friend, Bruno Mostny, in berlin.  Waetjen was already one of the partners 
of most successful legal firm in Berlin; Sarre & Waetjen, corporation of lawyers specialising 
in cinema contracts between Germany and U.S.A.  Comes from very conservative Hamburg 
family, is married to American woman and was known for being anti-Nazi.  Like his 
colleague and friend Dr. Leverkuehn (q.v. App. B), had very good connections in U.S.A., “so 
it is not surprising to find him on good terms with British and American personalities in 
Switzerland”. Moved with family from Berlin to Switzerland in 1943, thanks to help of Major 
Kumrow (AOB, Kümrow)  and Obst. (AOB, Obstlt?) Hansen O.K.W. Abt. I.  In autumn of 
1943m succeeded in getting 40,000 Sw.Frs. transferred from German account, thanks to 
intervention of Abw.  Will certainly have applied for asylum in Switzerland as he was 
involved in the Hitler Plot, being, together with John and Mendelsohn (see above), a special 
agent of Hansen, working in Switzerland. 
 
[153, KV 2/159-3, page 52] 
 

 
W/T 
 The Abwehr had been very short of Quartz crystals for a considerable period of time, 
but a successful blockade runner had latterly brought from Japan an important cargo of 
quartz. 

 
 
 



[153, KV 2/159-3, page 54] 
 

 
“Kuehlenthal’s Agent in London – Jugoslav Diplomat. (AOB, Popov Double-Cross Trycicle; 
but also Garbo?) 
 
 Ledebur first heard of this agent at Zossen on 5th June 1944, when Obstlt. i.G. 
Engelhorn told him that the most valuable reports on England for the last six months had been 
received through Kuehlenthal, of K.O. Spanien, who had “a most valuable agent in the U.K.”. 
(AOB, the interrogators knew better. Garbo operated in deception information, as to pass-on 
erroneous information, with the aim, to provided landing sites, but not the Normandy. This 
was all managed in the most successful Fortitute endeavour) 
 
 When Ledebur asked to see the latest reports, he was referred to von Bohlen, I H 
West.  The latter refused to produce copies of the original reports or to commit himself 
beyond stating that the agent was Jugoslav (AOB, I only know about the Jugoslav Double-
Cross agent Trycicle (real name Popov); but Garbo (Spanish origin) was the key personality!) 
with very good connections;  but he declared that the Allied invasion must be eminent, as the 
reports from the agent during the last few weeks had stated that “the landing-operations had 
reached a stage where one could already call the prelude to the coming sea-invasion”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 



 
 “As jealousy plays a big part in the different sections”,  and he was curious to learn the 
agent, Ledebur spoke to Korv.-Kpt. Humpert, I M Zossen (AOB, Belinde?), “about the 
esteem and reputation which Kuehlenthal enjoyed with the High Chiefs” owing to the success 
of his agent.  Humpert burst out in laughting and said that “the source of Kuehlenthal’s 
information was much contested”;  he could only say that the agent was an active diplomat of 
the Jugoslavian Government, working in London but going regularly each quarter of the year 
to Lisbon and Madrid (AOB, this points clearly at Popov (Double-Cross name Trycicle. 
Popov was a very good friend of Johann (Jonny) Jebsen);  he was a most expensive agent, 
“costing £400 every month already for two years”.  (It was suggested by officers of the K.O. 
in Madrid, that Kuehlenthal was splitting the monthly allowance “between his and the 
diplomat’s pocket.) 
 
 Humpert referred Ledebur to Korv.-Kpt. Mueller, recently returned from an Abwehr 
post in Sevielle, for additional information.  Mueller (Müller) could add a little, except to 
belittle Kuehlenthal’s activities in Spain;  but he confirmed that the agent frequently visted 
Lisbon and stated that the reports were not exclusively transmitted by radio, but were more 
often sent in secret writing. 
 
Later, in Paris, Ledebur tried to find out more about the agent from Korv.-Kpt. Call, but the  
latter also disliked Kuehlenthal as was not disposed to talk about the source of his  



information. (AOB, please bear in mind: Kuehlenthal was “half-Jewish”)  
 
Ledebur adds:  “When I entered K.O. in Madrid on 26th July, 1944, Kuehlenthal passed 
through the room where I was waiting for the money.  I said hello and asked what his 
valuable friend in London was now saying, after the landing has happened.  He blushed 
ostensibly and answered with embarrassment:  “But nevertheless I was right with my landing 
prediction”… When I saw Obstlt. von Rohrscheid he happened to mention that the latest 
reports received in London through V 1.” 
 
[153, KV 2/159-4, page 11] 
 

 
Roland Holst. 
 A personal friend of Ledebur’s.  Lives in Amsterdam, Sloterdijk. The manager of an 
insurance company. 
 
[153, KV 2/159-4, page 13] 
 

 
 Kriegsverwaltungschef Dr. Medicus. 
 
 Chief of Section II (Zivil Verwaltung)  in France. 
Nationality:  German (Alsatian).  Age: 54.  Build: Well developed, but thin.  Height: 1.84m.  
Weight: 78 kg.  Hair: whitish grey, very thin. Eyes: blue, with spectacles.  Complexion:  
healthy.  Nose: lattened, negroid. Teeth:  good.  Hands:  well-shaped, intellectual.  
Appearance: Hectic, nervous, always smiling.  Clothes:  well-dressed in distinguished 
colours.  Voice, low soft. Peculiarity:  walks very fast, gesticulates with hands while talking.  
Languages: German, perfect understand English.  Employment: Also Abt. Chef im Führer-
Hauptquartier, Quartiermaster Amt (Südost).  
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 



[153, KV 2/159-4, page 14] 
 

 
 Gert van Maasdijk. 
 A representative of the journal „Telegraaf” in Berlin up to May 1940.  An outstanding 
Dutch journalist at the League of Nations in Geneva.  A pre-war personal friend of Ledebur’s 
whom he had met in Berlin. 
 
 Henry van Maasdijk. 
 The brother of the above, but since the war they are not on speaking terms as henry 
became a member of the N.S.B. (NSB) (AOB, the Dutch pro-Nazi partly; headed by Ir. Anton 
Mussert) and as director of the family bank in the Hague, became a member of the Nederland 
Finance Committee and Ost-Handelsmaatschappij. 
 
[153, KV 2/159-4, page 19] 

 

 
Alexandra Ter Hart. 
 
 Knew Ledebur’s contact with the Abwehr and the Allies. Née Lubowski, a Russian 
Jewess; educated in Berlin and Paris;  studied law at the Sorbonne;  naturalized French in 
1926.  Married Frederick Ter Hart. Dutchman in 1932.  Was compelled to leave Holland due 
to anti-Jewish regulations.  Lived as a French citizen in Paris.  Employed by Bedaux for 
twenty years. Mother and sister in America and another sister, Thoran in England since 1938.  
Not officially known as to the Abwehr, as she could not be employed by any German service, 



being a full blooded Jewess.  Pheiffer, however, knew her.  When Frl. Von Buelow, 
Ledebur’s secretary, moved to Lutetia, Ter Hart took her place.  A very good and true friend” 
to Ledebur, and never in direct contact with the Abwehr. 
Nationality:  Dutch-French.  Age: 46.  Build: steady.  Height: 1.72m.  Weight: 70 kg.  Hair: 
reddish, Eyes: Blue.  Complexion: rosy.  Appearance; modest and quiet.  Languages: French, 
German, Dutch all equally well to perfect. 
 
(AOB, Ter Hart was an agent appearing quite often in Ledebur’s summary, never expected it 
to be a female contact!) 
 

 
 Dr. Ekkehard Tertsch. 
 An Austrian.  Assistant Press Attaché at the German Embassy in Madrid.  Lives at 
Calle Malaga 10, where Ledebur stayed on two of his visits to Spain. 
 
 1929/30 private secretary to Baron Willy Offenheim, partner of Sir Henry Deterding 
(AOB, CEO of the entire Shell Company) and Culbanciam (AOB, of Portugal?), living most 
of his time in London.  After the death of Offenheim worked for the Nederlandsche 
Standaardbank.  When the war broke out, was mobilized by the Foreign Office, Berlin, and 
later transferred to Madrid. 
Nationality:  German-Austrian.  Age: 39.  Build: graceful.  Height: 1.72 m.  Weight: 70 kg.  
Hair: Dark blond.  Eyes: grey.  Complexion: fair. Appearance: very amiable.  Languages:  
German, English, French, Spanish all perfectly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 [153, KV 2/159-4, page 24] 
 

 
Leverkuehn, Hptm. Dr. (Dienststellenleiter)  (AOB, Paul) 
 
Descended from old Hanseatic trading family in Luebeck (Lübeck).  Before war had well-
known international lawyer’s firm in Bremen together with Geheimrat Dr. Leverkuehn.  Has 
remarkable connections in U.S.A. (AOB, where he had lived before the war), as firm had very 
good reputation in America, as one of the most expert international corporations laws. 
 
In charge of dossier against Leverkuehn at the time of K.O. scandal (AOB, the defection of 
the Vermehren couple, about 7-8 February 1944), he was reproached with  having created an 
Anglo-Saxon atmosphere at the K.O. (KO), giving too much freedom to his people to make 
uncontrolled contact with the enemy, and having strong homosexual tendencies.  Described 
by Ledebur as “as an extremely spiritual, supple and highly-educated type”.  
Nationality:  German.  Age; 53.  build:  Delicate.  Height: 1.68.  Weight: 70 kg.  Hair: Fair.  
Eyes: Blue (wears glasses).  Face: Oval.  Complexion:  Pale.  Teeth: Good.  Hands: Refined.  
Appearance:  Extremely cultivated.  Clothes: Very smart.  Languages:  German, English, 
French. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 

 
 
 
 
 
 



[153, KV 2/159-4, page 25] 
 

 
Vermehren, Dr. (A.D.C. to Leverkuehn) 
 
Was married to Baroness Plettenberg, of well-known Westphalian Catholic family,   strong 
personality with considerable position in German-Catholic political circles, who managed, 
against wishes of Leverkuehn, to join husband in Turkey about November 1943 (AOB, this 
might not according the real facts, see KV 3/3: http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-3-3-Canaris-WT-
transcripts-IV-1943.pdf  in Autumn; but also significant Vermehren’s with was related to Von 
Papen) with visas and travelling permits furnished by German Attaché, H. von Trott.  
Vermehren, who already had close contacts with Allies in Istambul (Istanbul), was persuaded 
by wife and other members of his family (including brother, journalist in Italy, married to 
relative of Ledebur on mother’s side).. All these people imprisoned at Sachsenhausen; 
possibly executed since 20.7.44.  (AOB, they survived. But the Vermehren files: KV 2/956 – 
KV 2/958 turned out to be one of the most disgusting files series, where British S.I.S. in 
particular M.I.5. handled this couple more than poorly, as if the were the most 
dangerous people one can imagine. Hunting them since, up to about 1954 when the 
family left ultimately British soil!) 
In peace time, Vermehren was a lawyer; held rank a private in German Army when posted to 
Dr. Leverkuehn, of whom he became close friend, and from whom “he learned every secret of 
K.O.T. (AOB, incorrect: K.O. Turkey; officially was designated: KONO) 
 
According to Ledebur, it was the general opinion in the Abwehr that the defection of 
Vermehren “broke the back of the Abwehr”. 
 
The interests of the Vermehren family in Germany were protected at one time by Count 
Bismarck,  Attaché in Rome until the Italian Campaign. 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 

http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-3-3-Canaris-WT-transcripts-IV-1943.pdf
http://www.cdvandt.org/KV-3-3-Canaris-WT-transcripts-IV-1943.pdf


[153, KV 2.159-4, page 30] 
KO Spain, I suppose after they left the Embassy in 1943/44? 

 
[153, KV 2/159-4, page 31] 
 

 



[153, KV 2/159-4, page 33] Descriptions of KO Madrid (not reproduced here) 
 
[153, KV 2/159-4, page 36] 

 

 
Pay and Expenses received in the years 1942/44: 
 (adapted from the Statement by Ledebur.) 
 
 As an officer of the Reserve I was entitled to much higher allowances i.e., 
“Heeresbezüge”,  than a regular officer of the same rank.  The amount of allowances was 
based on my civil income as declared for the purpose of taxation.  It also depended on my 
civilian status, that is, whether married or single, number and age of children, etc.  As a senior 
grade Captain (Hptm.) I received monthly allowances of approximately 500 RM, tax-free, 
which was paid into my bank account and could not be transferred outside Germany as it was 
intended for my family. 
 
[153, KV 2/159-4, page 39] 

 

 
 At the end of February 1944, just a month after the breakdown of K.O. Turkey (AOB, 
actually not yet three weeks), the chief officers of the Abwehr Headquarters at 
“Zeppelin”(AOB, doesn’t it should have been Belinde?) were assembled by Keitel in Berlin 
and told that from that day onwards the whole Abwehr would be divided into two services 
(Ämter), called “Militärischer Nachrichtendienst” under Amtschef Obst. i.G. Hansen and 



Abwehr Defence and Sabotagedienst” as the Military Section of Amt IV under Amtschef 
Oberführer Dr. Kaltenbrunner, with his assistant Obergruppenführer Mueller (AOB,” He was  
known as “Gestapo Müller”) and Dr. Huppenköthen. (AOB, likely not entirely correct, it was 
amalgamated into Amt IV, headed by Dr. Walter Schellenberg; who both with Hansen ran the 
organisation; but Kaltenbrunner was heading it all. Schellenberg was more a protégé of 
Himmler. By the way, Dr. Huppenköthen played a crucial role in the fake trail (court) against 
Canaris, Oster, Bonnhöfer and one others, in the night of 8/9 April 1945; where was decided 
that these men should be hanged (in casu, strangled)) 
 Keitel announced that Reichsführer S.S. (SS) Himmler would be the chief of both 
services in the near future; for the moment, the establishment was arranged as follows: 
  Discipline under Himmler, R.S.H.A. (RSHA) 
  “Sachlich” under O.K.W. (OKW) 

Three Führrungsstäbe, Heer, Luft and Marine 
 
 By June 1944m Sections II and III of the Abwehr were to be absorbed by Section IV 
(AOB, should be: Amt VI) of the R.S.H.A. (RSHA), and no officer of the Abwehr had the 
usual privileged of being transferred to his own Regiment or to the front without the special 
consent of Himmler.  
(AOB, it was, however, in the course of developments decided, that only direct Abwehr 
activities influencing actual front matters would stay under OKW control. A quite sense 
making decision, because their aims were having short lasting impacts, and not fit for 
bureaucratic channels. On the other side, Rudolf Staritz told me, that some agent kept their 
usual dress and many men were not even aware that they were ruled by a different 
organisation. Salaries (payment) went still through the usual Wehrmacht channels) 
  
[153, KV 2/159-4, page 42] 

 

 
 When I visited the Melde-Leitstelle Wien (Vienna) in the month of June (end) 1944,  
and Melde-Leitstelle Frankreich middle of July 1944, I could only see a few SS officials in 
the former section of III (AOB, = counter-intelligence)m now called Gruppe Abwehr.  I asked 
a few officers whom I had known to be conservative for the last two years if they felt any 
change since the middle of May, and they all replied in the same way, that the “Reichs-
Heini”(nickname for Heinrich Himmler) had not yet had time to purge their Diensstelle. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 



 
[153, KV 2/159-4, page 47] 

 

 
Ledebur. 
 Count (Baron) Joseph Ledebur-Wicheln is an Austrian born 13.2.99 in Vienna (Wien) 
He served in a Uhlan regiment during the last war.  His wife is an American woman whom he 
married in 1933 and who, prior to the war, was said to be a National-Socialist and to have 
given large sums to the Nazi movement. (AOB, please remember, that his Father-in-law lived 
in Merano Italy, and proved the be an enthusiastic Nazi/Fascist; please consider page 19 of 
this file)  
 Ledebur was brought to this country following an approach tot S.I.S. in Madrid when 
he had expressed a desire to desert from German service at a time when he was carrying out a 
mission on behalf of I M in Berlin.  His motives are not yet known.  It was known from Most 
Secret Sources (AOB, MSS = Ultra) that Ledebur had been claiming to have received 
information of Allied military intentions from sources of … 
 
[153, KV 2/159-4, page 50] list of possessions when he arrived in Camp 020 on 29.11.44 in 
deed box ….[page 56].. expected to arrive in the U.K. from Gibraltar … 
 
[153, KV 2/159-4, page 59] 

 
Dear Robertson, 
 You are doubtless aware of the case of Josef Ledebur which is linked with that of Otto  



John (your Gen./A.D.B. of 14.10.44).  Since August, Ledebur has been hiding in a safe house 
in Madrid and we have not been in direct contact with him. 
There is evidence that the Spanish police as well as the Germans are looking for him. 
 

 
 I attaché a copy of a note prepared last August on Ledebur.  Would you please regard 
it as “TOPSEC U” owing to the nature of the material on which some of it is based. 
 
Lieut. Col. T.A. Robinson,  
M.I.5. 
(AOB, the well known: TAR) 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 



[153, KV 2/159-4, page 62] 
 

 

 

 
Original in PF 64226 v.17. 1087B (AOB, is Kuehlenthal’s file KV 2/102) 
 
Colonel Robertson. A.D.B. 
 The Germans in Madrid have expressed concern on discovering that Ledebur is 
contemplating going over to the British in case he is in the possession of information which 
might lead to the British discovering the network of Special Agent, Garbo. (AOB, Garbo was 
the M.I.5 Double-Cross agent, how the German might have designated him I don’t know) 
In the event that this risk is non-existent they propose that they should pass mis-information 
to the British through him with the collaboration of a confidant of Ledebur who continues to 
remain loyal to the Germans.  This presupposes that Ledebur is to remain in Madrid in touch 
with both the Germans and the British. 
 Berlin’s replies are obscure.  They appear to be making up their minds. They wish 
Madrid to stall.  Meanwhile Madrid is to endeavour to discredit Ledebur in our eyes. 
 It would seem, in wishing to discredit Ledebur that they do not know in Berlin how 
much about the Garbo network;  that they wish to stall for time may indicate that they are 
preparing a plan to have him kidnapped by the Gestapo. 
 Should we, meanwhile, in all probability, be left in uncertainty as to whether or not the  



true activities of Garbo are in process of being discovered by Berlin. 
  
Since John and Ledebur are friends and they each know the others story we can, for all 
purpose, consider that they must be treated alike. 
 I propose that immediately prior to the evacuation of the two men, Garbo, acting in his 
notional capacity of an employee in the Spanish Dept. of the M.o.I. should send over a 
message on the following lines:- 
 
[153, KV 2/159-4, page 63] 

 

 
Apparently arrived Dr. Otto John and Lederbur from Gibraltar about the same time 

 
 On the arrival of Ledebur and John in Gibraltar it would then become necessary to 
broadcast on the Overseas Service the announcement that two German Intelligence Officers 
has escaped to British territory with valuable information for the Allies.  The broadcast would 
report this incident as a further indication of Germany’s disintegration. 
 After a lapse of a few days during which time the two men will be interrogated, the 
Foreign Office should direct H.M. Ambassador in Madrid to present a note to the Spanish 
F.O. disclosing the names of the two Germans who had come over to the British.   Evidence 
should be produced to show that the German Spymaster, Karl Kuehlenthal (AOB, poor chap), 
had not been expelled from Madrid in accordance with the undertaking of the recent 
agreement in which his name appeared on the list of Germans which was supplied to the 
Spanish Government.  A request should be made that in view of of the fact that information 
had come to light through the interrogation of Ledebur, to show that Karl Kuehlenthal was 
controlling by wireless from madras an espionage W/T service in the U.K. run by an 
unidentified Jugoslav (this information in fact given by Ledebur to S.I.S.’ representative in 
Madrid) H.M. Government would request the Spanish Government that in view of the 
information come to light and the non-fulfilment of their part of the agreement, that 
Kuehlenthal should be interrogated by British authorities under Spanish supervision with 
regard to his hostile acts against this country whilst on Spanish territory.  This prior to his 
deportation from Spain which would also be requested. (AOB, Intelligence Service - is a dirty 
business, where lying on either sides is common practice; and lying they did! This is a good 
example of a dirty game. But, they were already, in respect to Kuehlenthal, on the loosing 
side! Whatever they undertook in post war days, notwithstanding all tricky deals supposed, 



they operated in vain! Spain did not gave Kuehlenthal to the British. They tried every 
argument (trick) possible, and gave up their efforts finally in 1947)   
 
[153, KV 2/159-4, page 64] 
 

 
Copy for P.F. 600201 Ledebur, Graf. Josef 
Original in P.F. 600978 Bastide, Pierre 41a (AOB, no longer existing) 
 
Top Secret “U”.   CX/   /23  dated 3.7.44 
            V.D. 
 
Dear Hart, 
 
 Our latest information on Bastide case is as follows: 
 



 A certain Count Pinci an anti-Fascist who nevertheless lived unmolested in Paris for 
some time under the German occupation, has approached our representative in Madrid and 
stated that he and Bastide were helped out of France by Count Josef Ledebur.  He was put in 
touch with Ledebur in Paris by an American named Wilkinson, of whom we have no trace.  
Pinci arrived in Madrid on January 29th, 1944 and it seems very probable therefore that he is 
identical with the character mentioned on the attached slip, especially in view of the date of 
reference (A). 
 
 Bastide has also told our representative that his escape from France was assisted by 
Ledebur and that an S.O.E. agent named  
  Xxxxxxxxxxx similarly assisted by Ledebur. 
 
 We have instructed our representative in Madrid go into this whole matter fully;  we 
have sent further enquiries on the subject of Bastide to Algiers; and we have asked S.O.E. if 
they can throw any light from the angle.   
 
 We shall let you know as soon as we get any results. 
 
      Yours sincerely, 
 
       (Signed). 
H.L.A. Hart, Esq., 
M.I.5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



[156, KV 2/267-1, page 38] 
 

 
 
 
 



Monthly Summary of Current Cases at Camp 020 
 

1st November 1945 
 

(Including Category A cases at Holloway) 
. 
. 

The Departures Are: 
 Deported to South Africa: 
  Liehr, Hoppe 
 
 Deported to Belgium: 
  Stevens 
 
 Deported to british Army, Austrian Zone: 
  Moscan, Salamon, Ledebur. 
 
 Transferred to Franche: 
  Bleicher. 
 
 Transferred or Returned to BAOR: 

Muelner (Mülner),  Bruno Wolff,  Moyzisch,  Ludwig,  Pfieffer (AOB, = 
Pheiffer),  Meisner (AOB, former KO Leiter Bern (Berne) Switserland), 
Wichmann (AOB, = Herbert Wichmann, former Ast-X Leiter (Hamburg)), 
Huegel, Schulze-Bernett (AOB, formerly Abw I Bln), Kraemer (AOB, likely 
Karl-Heinz Kraemer once known through Hector-Josephine, in Stockholm),  
Friedrich Wolf, Kirpfel, Mausser, Giskes (AOB, = Maj. (Obstlt.) Gieskes III-F 
in Holland, the one who once came up with the well known Nordpol Spiel, or 
England Spiel as Josepg Schreieder had called it; and this latter name is the 
most common used in the Netherlands) 

 
Returned to USFET: (AOB, likely to stand trial, in some way; like the 
“Wilhelmsstrasse Proccess”, but not in the Nürenberg Tribunal, or be it as a witness) 

Undergast,  Sandberger, Schellenberg (AOB, once heading RSHA Amt VI and 
Amt Mil), Kraizizek, Werz. (AOB, both men played a role in South African 
espionage please notice my files: http://www.cdvandt.org/kv-2757-768-
trompke.htm     

  
 Transferred to Camp 001: 

Gilinsky Sindreu,  Lipkau-Ballesta,  Pachecco,  Robles, Hechevarria. Del 
Campo. 
 

The last prisoners left Camp 020 this morning for Camp 001 (Beltane Schools).  All report 
with the exception of those of Schellenberg (AOB, counting more than 2000 pages!) and 
Kirfel have now been issued, and the intelligence Staff will, therefore, shortly be dispersed.  It 
is hoped to close the Camp and hand over the buildings during the course of November 
  It is not desirable to survey the work of Camp 020 in this summary seeing that 
a short history of the Camp is in preparation and the draft has already been approved by the 
D.D.G. 
 
 
 

http://www.cdvandt.org/kv-2757-768-trompke.htm
http://www.cdvandt.org/kv-2757-768-trompke.htm


[156, KV 2/267-2, page 52] 
 

 
 Ledebur, in Paris, was running into troubles at the Lutetia.  His activities and actions 
were being criticised and curtailed by Waag and Schmidt, and the undertaking by Rudolph 
that he would come under Garthe’s wing after Pheiffer’s departure had not been implemented.  
After receiving several letters of complaint from his former Mitarbeiter, Pheiffer consulted 
Obst. Hansen, Gruppenleiter I.  It was decided that Ledebur, with his excellent international 
contacts and objectiveness, might be too useful an officer to be spoiled by mishandling on the 
part of section chiefs(AOB, in Paris Waag and Schmidt);  he should be transferred from paris 
to Berlin, to he attached directly to Gruppe I under Hansen and Pheiffer.  Orders to this effect 
were issued at once, but several weeks were to pass before the transfer took place. 
 
[156, KV 2/267-2, page 54] 
 

 
“If I remember rightly, a job which Hansen gave him was to seek contacts, in Society circles 
and make the best use of them.  There is no doubt that Lederbur was particularly suited for 
this; I have seldom met a man who had so many connections and acquaintances in all parts of 
the world as he”.  
 
[156, KV 2/267-2, page 55] 
 

 
Innumerable new contacts to his list and developing plans for his Spanish campaign, for 
which he now planned to use an old acquaintance, Graf von Meran, a former member of the 
SD and at present an Abwehr officer.  The written reports which he was supplying were so 
complex – the inter-play and inter-relation of the personalities was bewildering – that 



Pheiffer, who found them at once engrossing and entertaining, was compelled to read them in 
his quarters at night.  From the administration point of view, however, Ledebur did not call 
for excessive help and attention, and the only arrangement made for him at this time was 
authority to contact Kuehlenthal (AOB, Sdf.) in Madrid to establish his radio communications 
with HQ. (AOB, hence, through “Sabine” of KOsp) 

 
[156, KV 2/267-2, page 57] 
 

 
 At Christmas an Eins Marine (AOB, I M) party was held at Zossen (AOB, meant 
Christmas 1943),attended by all its officers and such guests as Obladen (AOB, Sdf.) and 
Ledebur.  The latter had been on his travels again and was busily engaged on visiting friends 
and relations of his international contacts who had been interned in German Camps, 
ostensibly to cement the goodwill of the latter.  Where the majority of Abwehr officers now 
eschewed any contact to the SD, and more especially and demand for a favour from them, 
Ledebur blithely ignored the aura of toughness around the SD gang and somehow bluffed 
them into falling in with his wishes,  especially when he wished to have access to any camp 
under their control. (AOB, like was Sachsenhausen) 
 He was also gaining the confidence of Obst (AOB, by then still Obstlt.?), but their 
personal dealings were never known to Pheiffer, who did not read any special significance 
into occasion visits to Hansen’s office, when Ledebur was at HQ of Dr. Waetjen, a great 
friend of Major Kumrow and a contact of Kpt.z.S. Wiebe from Ast. Stettin (AOB, Krugdorf?) 

 
 For all his preoccupation with the structure of the new organisation, Hansen was still 
finding time to see Ledebur, who had arrived at Zossen in time to witness the early stages of 
infiltration by the unwelcome SD officers.  Bedaux had died (AOB, notice Ledebur’s 
involvements in Paris, the wealthy Bedaux passed apparently away in the US), Ledebur’s 
agent von Meran had proved so unsuccessful that his controller had been compelled to defend 



him before the derisive I M officers at the camp (AOB, at Zossen);  but Ledebur was still 
working actively with him an eye to the future and he had also sent from Spain a few 
objective reports which had been highly valued.  Hansen now supported his claim for an 
independent radiocommunication channel between Madrid and HQ, and deputed Pheiffer to 
arrange the transfer of a suitable operator.  Through Humpert, in Paris, a special radio 
operator from Lutetia was to be sent to Madrid to act under Ledebur’s orders.    

 

 
 Pressure of work, which had not been eased by the new developments, compelled 
Pheiffer to apply himself exclusively to routine business. Hansen and Ledebur had told him 
that the latter would be going off to Switzerland shortly on some business connected with von 
Meran’s “administration were nationals of foreign countries and lived in Switzerland, in order 
to have a commercial reason for travelling to … 
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  Von Call, Korv.-Kpt. d.R.: @ Kellermann: 
 
 When Pheiffer went to Berlin in 1943, was with I.M. Ast. Athens, transferred to Paris 
to work in I M and help Ledebur. 
 
 

Terminated 8 October 2018 
 
 

  
 


